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ABSTRACT 

The development of time-dependent mean-field theory (TDMF) for the 

treatment of ion-metal interactions is detailed. By allowing for the time-dependent. 

nonlinear response of the conduction electrons. TDMF provides a self-consistent 

description that is free of the adiabatic and linear response approximations that 

have conventionally been used to treat dynamical processes in simple metals. We 

present the first results of three-dimensional simulations of a bare proton passing 

through a thin metallic foil. The nonlinear-induced electron density. dynamical 

screening potential. and electronic stopping power are all displayed as functions of 

time for several proton velocities ranging from one-half to eight times the Fermi 

velocity of a simple metal (sodium). We find that a sizable induced density forms 

behind the proton and that this density is carried along in the wake of the proton 

with very little dispersion as it traverses the foil. At proton velocities comparable 

to or above the Fermi velocity. these wake-riding electrons are shaken off as the 

proton passes through the rear surface of the foil. We find no evidence that the 

proton forms a stable hydrogen atom as it traverses the foil. At the velocities 

studied. the conduction electrons provide a weak. asymmetric screening of the 

proton. with some regions behind the proton actually being overscreened at the 

higher velocities. 

A comparison of our results with a standard linear response treatment of the 

problem reveals both qualitative and quantitative differences in the calculated time

dependent electron density and screening potential. We find that the basic 

assumption underlying the linear response approximation is not justified in this case. 

due to the strongly nonlinear nature of the conduction electrons' response. These 
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results are illustrative of the kinds of calculations that can be carried out with the 

simulation package that we have developed and we describe several applications 

that are planned for the near future. Several innovations in numerical technique. 

developed in the course of this work. are also detailed. 



II 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1910. Rutherford and his collaborators scattered alpha particles from thin 

gold foils and revolutionized the prevailing view of atomic structure. 1 The use of 

charged particle-metal interactions to study atomic and solid-state phenomena has 

been ubiquitous in physics ever since. In the 1930s and 40s. the neutralization of 

ions scattered from metal surfaces was demonstrated and studied theoretically by 

Massey. Cobas. and Lamb.2•3 and many others.4 In this period. stopping power. the 

rate at which charged particles deposit energy in a material. was of great interest to 

physicists as a natural outgrowth of the work done on nuclear fission before and 

during the second World War. This led to the work of Bohr. Fermi and. most 

notably. Lindhard on dielectric loss functions.5-7 During the 1 950s. one 

demonstration of collective phenomena in solid-state systems relied upon the 

measurement of energy losses by charged particles emerging from metal foils. 8- 10 

The use of metal foils for stripping of atoms in accelerator sources during the 1950s 

led to the development of beam-foil spectroscopy in the early I 960s. a technique 

that allowed the excitation spectra of numerous atomic. systems to be ellucidated. 11 

The development of ultra-high vacuum systems in the 19705 stimulated 

interest in a wide variety of ion-surface interactions. 12•13 Ion-surface and atom

surface scattering has been used to study both surface properties (e.g. surface 

magnetization l4 ) and aspects of the ion-surface interaction.15- 17 Work on the 

production of excited atomic systems by surface scattering has yielded measurements 

of very high precision on excited-state distributions. 18•19 In addition. there has 

been. from the early 19705 on, a resurgence of interest in the physics of electron 

capture by ions passing through metal foils. 20-25 A particular point of controversy 
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has been whether ions traveling faster than the Fermi velocity capture electrons 

directly into atomic bound states, or whether the potential induced in the metal by 

the ion's passage causes a correlated motion of some electrons ("wake-riding states") 

that enhances the probability of electron capture by the ion only after it has exited 

the solid.22-24.26-28 The use of increasingly more sophisticated experimental 

techniques has led to the recognition of the need for more detailed theoretical 

explanations of ion-metal interactions,50.52 especially in those cases where the ion is 

energetic and the coupling of the ion and the metal is large. 

A major part of the work on charged particle-metal interactions has 

centered on the interaction of charged particles with the conduction electrons of 

simple metals such as aluminum or sodium. In these materials the conduction 

electrons feel very little of the effects of the ionic lattice and form what is 

essentially an interacting electron gas. 30 The most popular theoretical model31.50 for 

understanding the conduction-band properties of such metals is the electron gas 

model in which the electrons are free to move in a uniform background of positive 

charge.43 In this model the positive background charge is a smeared out 

idealization of the ionic lattice. This smearing of the ionic lattice lead Wigner and 

Bardeen to call this the "jeIlium model" in their early work on metallic 

properties.29.32 These authors also introduced the idea that surface effects could be 

studied by truncating the positive background charge at a plane and studying the 

resulting electron distribution. Beginning with Bardeen and Wigner's work on metal 

surface properties, the jellium model has been applied to the calculation of a wide 

range of static and adiabatic metallic properties, ranging from surface energies to 

the response of a metal to long-wavelength radiation.33-40 Though a complete 

quantum-mechanical solution of the electron gas model is still beyond current 

theoretical and computational techniques, since about 1970 it has been possible to 
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introduce self-consistent field techniques into these calculations. which has brought 

about a quite respectable agreement between experimentally determined and 

calculated properties.42 The electron gas model continues to be studied both as a 

model for conduction electrons in simple metals and as a prototype many-body 

system in its own right.43 

The jellium model has also been widely used to study charged particle

metal interactions since the 1940s.109 It formed the basis of Lindhard's dielectric 

loss7 (or linear response) function calculation of energy loss by charged particles and 

provided the framework in which Pines and Bohm formulated the random-phase 

approximation (RPA).44.45 More recently it has been applied to charge-exchange 

scattering at surfaces48.50 and calculations of the tunneling current in scanning 

tunneling microscopy (STM).46 The model is conceptually simple and free of 

complications from lattice effects. but sophisticated enough to include surface effects 

and dynamical screening of the ion-metal interaction by the conduction band.38.83.107 

Solving the jellium model of ion-metal interactions is. however. quite 

complicated.47 The problem is made difficult both by the lack of symmetry. due to 

the presence of the metal surface through which the ion passes. and its explicit 

time-dependence. due to the ion's trajectory. When the ion moves at velocities 

comparable to the Fermi velocity. we must treat the interaction of two systems. one 

atomic and one solid state. with different physical scales and a very strong coupling 

due to the Coulomb interaction. For these reasons. all dynamical calculations using 

the jellium model to date have been simplified. most often by reducing it to a gas 

of non-interacting electrons.49 

In addition. all calculations of ion-metal interactions to date have made use 

of one of two essential approximations: linear response theory.51 which assumes that 

the response of the metal to the ion is very small and may be treated by first-order 
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perturbation theory. or the adiabatic approximation.50,53 which assumes that all of 

the relevant time scales in the solid are much faster than the interaction time of the 

ion and metal. i.e.. the ion moves with a velocity much slower than the Fermi 

velocity. The linear response treatment is suspect at any ion velocity given the 

strong ion-metal interaction at metallic densities.90 and processes such as the 

production of neutral and excited atoms from ions with velocities on the order of 

the Fermi velocity l8,19,22-24 (i.e .• a proton energy of several keY and up) are not 

amenable to an adiabatic treatment. 

The interaction of energetic ions with simple metals is typical of the kind of 

time-dependent problems that are of interest to many-body theorists in various 

subfields of physics.54 Examples include: nuclear fission and fusion in nuclear 

physics.56,57 the nature (and even the existence of) the quark-gluon plasma in high

energy physicsS8 and ion-atom scattering62,63 and strong-field laser-atom interactions 

in atomic physics.64 These problems. due to their strongly coupled nature. require 

for their solution an accurate treatment of the nonlinear. dynamical response of the 

system being studied to a strong. time-dependent perturbation. 

In an effort to treat such a problem realistically. nuclear physicists 

interested in fusion events in colliding beam experiments began to apply time

dependent Hartree-Fock theory (IDHF)S5 to the study of colliding nuclei in the mid-

1970s.56 This is a time-dependent self-consistent field method which is free of 

assumptions such as adiabaticity and linearity. The central idea is to replace the 

wave function for the system with a Slater determinant59 of single-particle orbitals 

and then propagate these orbitals forward in time from some initial configuration 

using the self-consistent field Hamiltonian. TDHF may best be viewed as a method 

of numerically simulating the time evolution of a system starting from a given 

initial condition. As such. it allows one to "look inside" of a dynamical process as 
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it unfolds and thereby gain greater understanding of the processes that lead to 

experimentally observed final states. The results of many of the nuclear 

calculations are summarized in the review article by Negle.57 In the early 1 980s. 

TDHF was modified and extended to facilitate the treatment of Coulomb 

systems.60-61 We refer to this modified TDHF approach as time-dependent mean"': 

field theory (IDMF). It has been used by several groups of atomic physicists to 

calculate charge-transfer cross sections for ion-atom scattering. with excellent 

agreement between theory. experiment (where available). and traditional calculational 

techniques.62.63 Recently atom-laser interactions have also been studied in this 

manner.64 

The idea of applying time-dependent self-consistent field methods to ion

metal interactions is a natural one. It allows us to investigate the dynamical 

properties of the system without recourse to model Hamiltonians. or to linear or 

adiabatic approximations. Given the great success of self-consistent techniques in 

Coulomb systems.65 it should also be quite accurate. The biggest obstacle to 

carrying out such a calculation is the large number of electron states that must be 

evolved in time. Even limiting the number of electrons that must be treated by 

taking account of the shielding of the ion-metal interaction. the delocalization of the 

conduction-band electrons is a significant obstacle to numerical simulation. A 

conservative estimate66 is that a treatment of ion-metal interactions using the jellium 

model for the conduction band and IDMF to simulate the time evolution requires 

10-100 times more computational labor than the largest previous TDMF calculations. 

It is therefore understandable that. although it is relatively simple to layout the 

elements of a IDMF treatment of the jellium model of ion-metal interactions. the 

problem has been considered up to now to be too computationally demanding to be 

undertaken.67 
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It is the purpose of this dissertation to demonstrate that. using the current 

generation of supercomputers and state-of-the-art numerical techniques. a time

dependent self-consistent field treatment of the jellium model of ion-metal 

interactions can now be carried out. Specifically. we present the first results of 

full three-dimensional (3D) simulations of a bare proton passing through a thin 

jellium foil. The nonlinear induced electron density. dynamical screening potential 

and electronic stopping power are displayed for several proton velocities ranging 

from one-half to eight times the Fermi velocity of a simple metal (sodium). 

Comparison to a standard linear response treatment reveals qualitative and 

quantitative differences in the calculated time-dependent electron density and 

screening potential. These results are illustrative of the kinds of calculations that 

can be carried out with the package of programs that we have developed to do 

these simulations. Several innovations in numerical technique. developed in the 

course of this work. are also described. 

Our plan of presentation is as follows: In the first chapter we review 

TDHF theory. We develop the idea that TDHF is an approximation that yields. 

through the time evolution of a set of single-particle orbitals. an accurate 

representation of the one-body density matrix68 in systems that lack strong two-body 

correiationsS7 (as the electron gas does. due to the Pauli principle69 and the long 

range of the Coulomb force),1o We can use the one-body density matrix to 

calculate a wide variety of one-body properties. including. among others. the 

potential induced in the metal (the dynamical screening potential). charge transfer 

probabilities. and the stopping power .109 The connection between TDHF and linear 

response treatments such as the ransom-phase approximation (RPA)44.4S is made by 

noting that these approximations may be cast in the form of a perturbative 

treatment of the time dependence of the one-body density matrix.82 TDHF is thus 
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a generalization of these methods to couplings of arbitrary strength. We also 

describe an extension of TDHF. the addition of the local density approximation 

(LDA).83 This is the name given to the local. density-dependent potentials that are 

added to the TDHF Hamiltonian to account for exchange and correlation effects in 

an average way. We refer to TDHF. augmented by the LOA. as simply time

dependent mean-field theory (TDMF). The physical justification for using the LOA 

is also discussed. 

As a supplement to Chapter One. we include. in an appendix. a description 

of a method that we have called c1assi-quantal coupling (CQC).89 The CQC 

equations allow for the full coupling of the motion of heavy particles. which are 

usually treated c1assically.71-73 with the motions of lighter particles. which are 

treated via TDMF. This coupling is demonstrated to be important in very low 

energy scattering. which is just above the adiabatic limit. 89 The use of CQC 

allows us to make a connection between low-energy scattering simulations and 

adiabatic treatments. 99 

In the second chapter. we describe a one-dimensional (10) TDMF 

calculation97 that illustrates the scattering of a bare proton from a sodium surface. 

Such calculations have conventionally employed adiabatic approximations. 48,50, 71 We 

use a ID model so as to cast TDMF in the simplest possible form that still yields 

non-trivial results. This serves two purposes: it introduces the basic mechanisms 

involved in actually carrying out a TDMF simulation in an environment that is 

computationally undemanding (freeing us from concentrating on details of the 

numerical methods). 77 and it allows us to verify that many of the effects that one 

expects in surface scattering.48,71 effects that have been included as free parameters 

in other theoretical treatments. emerge naturally in a TDMF simulation. These 

effects include non-adiabatic charge transfer. finite and velocity-dependent resonance 
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widths (i.e.. capture state lifetimes). and resonance matching between ion and 

conduction-band electron states. This I D model has produced many interesting 

results in its own right.97 and we expect that it will prove effective in interpreting 

future results from more sophisticated models. 

Next. we take up several of the computational issues that must be dealt 

with if realistic. 3D TDMF simulations are to be made tractable. "Tractable" here 

has a very simple meaning which can easily be quantified. The current generation 

of supercomputers. specifically the Cray-2.74 which we have used in all our 

calculations. hava core memory limits of approximately 2x108 words (approximately 

100 times that of a standard VAX) and speeds of about 108 floating point 

operations per second. Since one may expect no more than several hundred hours 

of computing time per year. a computational program is tractable only if the 

elements of it (in our case. the individual simulation runs) can be completed in a 

few hours of computing time each. If we miss this criteria by just one order of 

magnitude. then we must wait several more years for these characteristic 

performance numbers to increase in order to begin our program. 

In Chapter Three we describe the numerical techniques that we have 

employed to deal with the three main requirements of a TDMF simulation. These 

are: the discretization of the TDMF wave functions and equations on a 3D grid in 

configuration space using a minimal number of grid points. the imposition of 

appropriate boundary conditions. and the propagation forward in time of the TDMF 

wave functions. To discretize the TDMF equations and wave functions. we have 

used the "basis-spline collocation" method. which represents the state-of-the-art for 

solving partial differential equations in several fields. 7S Since this method is just 

beginning to be applied in quantum physics. we attempt to give. in this chapter and 

an appendix. a concise statement of the method. Our goal is to present enough of 
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the basis-spline method to familiarize the reader with the basic ideas and the 

notation that we employ. For boundary conditions we impose periodic boundary 

conditions at the edges of a computational "box." The use of periodic boundary 

conditions is correct as an initial condition.41 when the ion is far from the metal 

surface. and should have no effect upon our results if the box that we use is much 

larger than the length over which the ion-electron interaction is shielded by the 

conduction electrons. 

To handle the propagation forward in time of the wave functions. we have 

used an operator-splitting (OS) representation of the time-evolution operator. This 

as evolution operator combines several desirable features: it is exactly unitary. it is 

unconditionally stable. straightforward to apply (i.e.. executes efficiently on the 

Cray-2), and relatively cheap in terms of computer time. We estimate that it has 

saved approximately a factor of ten over other evolution operators that have been 

used in TDMF simulations in the past. This is the first application of an as 

evolution operator to a realistic system76 (we are aware of one previous application 

to a model lattice Hamiltonian 78). The use of the spline method and the as 

evolution operator have allowed us to do the demonstration calculations described in 

this dissertation in approximately one Cray-2 hour each. This is at least one. and 

perhaps two, orders of magnitude less than the time that would have been required 

if we had employed the numerical methods that have been standard in mHF 

simulations for the past ten years.60 

In Chapter Four we present the results of the first 3D mMF simulations 

of energetic protons passing through a thin foil of sodium. We illustrate the kinds 

of results that one may expect from mMF by calculating the induced potential and 

density as well as the stopping power, all as functions of time, for four different 

ion velocities. ranging from one-half to eight times the Fermi velocity. Several 
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effects are immediately apparent: the induced potential and density show marked 

differences from those calculated in the linear27.I08 and adiabatic approximations. I07 

The stopping power is a function of position in the foil until the proton clears the 

surface region. The size of the transition region is velocity dependent. being larger 

at lower velocities. Most strikingly. the proton carries in its wake an induced 

charge density that shows remarkably little dispersion as the proton moves through 

the solid. The passage of the proton through the rear surface "shakes off" most of 

these electrons. Our results are not comprehensive enough to permit any detailed 

account of these electrons. but they do resemble in many ways the long-predicted 

and searched for "wake-riding" electrons that have been discussed repeatedly in the 

literature over the past 15 years.22-24.26.27 

We end by outlining the future applications of TDMF that we envision 

with the package of programs that we have written to do the calculations in this 

dissertation. They include further work on foil simulations. 3D surface-scattering 

simulations that generalize the results of Chapter Two. a complete study of the 

effects of dynamical shielding on core hole spectroscopy.111 and. perhaps most 

exciting. a treatment of laser-induced ionization of an atom initially adsorbed on a 

simple metal surface. All of these applications and more can be carried out with 

our programs in almost unmodified form. The most important modification that 

remains to be made. the transition from uniform to non-uniform discretization grids. 

is described in an appendix. 

Finally. we would like to make a few observations that we hope will put 

the calculations that we describe in a larger context. In many fields 

(hydrodynamics comes immediately to mind) numerical simulation has been viewed 

as being methodologically intermediate between theory and experiment. 79 Some 

physicists have spoken of numerical simulation as ultimately blurring the distinction 
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between theoretical and experimental physicists. viewing simulations as "numerical 

experiments. "74 As welcome as such a loss of categorization would be. we would 

like to state our own view that the gaps in our current theoretical understanding of 

most quantum dynamical processes are so large that simulations that contained all of 

the features of a realistic experiment would be hopelessly uninterpretable. As such. 

and for now. numerical simulation in quantum physics must be viewed as a 

theoretical undertaking with the expressed purpose of first building our 

understanding of traditional theoretical models and then adding to these models in 

prudent steps until we arrive. someday. at simulations that rival experiments in the 

detail that they can provide (assuming that the knowledge that we gain along the 

way convinces us that this is a worthwhile goal). 

Our own calculations are illustrative of these considerations. The jellium 

model is currently used in most theoretical calculations of the dynamical response of 

the conduction band of a simple metal. ao These calculations also often employ 

either adiabatic or perturbative approximations. We have therefore chosen not to 

employ. in an ab initio calculation on jellium that does not include these 

restrictions. an element that has never been used in such dynamical calculations in 

the past. namely a lattice of ions. If we view numerical simulation as a tool for 

building our theoretical understanding and not merely a device for calculating 

numbers to be compared to experiments. then such an additional feature is evidently 

undesirable at this time. It is also quite likely that many lattice effects may be 

adequately treated as perturbations to our jellium results.30 We very strongly 

advocate this type of coupling between elaborate numerical simulations and more 

conventional techniques. 

It is clear that ever-larger and faster computers will greatly enhance our 

ability to carry out calculations on dynamical systems that have previously been 
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But simply 

expanding our computational power will not expand our understanding of these 

systems if we do not develop a language for discussing dynamical processes. 

Currently our explanatory metaphors are those best suited to the calculations that 

traditionally have been carried out. When physicists discuss their results, they most 

often do so in the language of perturbation theory, of adiabatic energy surfaces or 

stationary states. The goal of work such as we have carried out in this dissertation 

must be as much to develop new explanatory metaphors. well-suited to a time in 

which we routinely "look inside" dynamical processes via simulations of this type. 

as to go beyond previous levels of computational sophistication. It should be 

obvious to the reader that the first, loftier goal. will involve many years of such 

simulations by many different groups. In this dissertation we have done. as can be 

expected, the second and easier part. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

SUMMARY OF TIME-DEPENDENT MEAN-FIELD THEORY 

1.0. Introduction 

The dynamics of nonrelativistic quantum many-body systems are described 

by the time-dependent Schrooinger equation (TDSE).53 This equation is not soluble 

with realistic. time-dependent potentials when the number of particles in the system 

is greater than a few.57 and we are forced to seek approximations that retain as 

much of the true dynamics of the system as possible. Time-dependent mean-field 

theory (TDMF) represents a tractable. microscopic and self-consistent approach to 

solving the time-dependent quantum many-body problem.57 With it. we may begin 

to address in a realistic manner the time evolution of strongly coupled. 

nonperturbative systems. In this chapter we review the theoretical content of and 

the physical basis for TDMF. We base our treatment on the exposition of TDHF 

given in two excellent review articles.57.81 and the reader is referred to them for 

details beyond those covered here. 

We begin with time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF)55 theory. which may 

be derived. like its static counterpart. via a variational principle. This variational 

foundation makes it possible to state many of the strengths and limitations of TDHF 

with great clarity. The TDHF equations. however. contain non-local exchange terms 

and neglect electron correlations beyond those embodied in the Pauli principle. The 

former is a computational liability and the latter ignores potentially important effects 

in many-body fermion systems. The local density approximation (LDA)83 is an 

addition to TDHF that uses local. density-dependent potentials to account for 

exchange and correlation effects in an average way. Although the physical content 
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of TDHF-LDA. which we refer to as simply TDMF. is less clear than that of 

TDHF. many of the statements that we make about TDHF will still be true of 

TDMF. 

Solving the TDHF or TDMF equations for realistic many-body systems (e.g .. 

the electron gas. which we treat in this dissertation) requires a very large numerical 

effort. 66 It is helpful. therefore. to set out at the beginning what we can expect to 

accomplish. At the end of our labors. which physical quantities can we calculate 

with the expectation that they will either compare well with experimental data or 

be useful guides in constructing theoretical models? To answer this question. in 

what follows we first briefly derive the TDHF equations in the form in which they 

are most readily solved. We then switch to a density matrix68 formulation which 

allows us to discuss in precise form the content of TDHF. After a discussion of 

some technical but very useful details. we conclude with a detailed explanation of 

the mean-field Hamiltonian that we will actually use in our electron gas 

calculations. We will defer all of the details of the numerical methods used in 

solving the TDMF equations to later chapters. 

1.1. The TDHF Equations 

The TDSE may be written as 

'" where 'It is a function of the 3N particle coordinates and time. The Hamiltonian H 

is composed of one- and two-body terms. e.g., the kinetic energy operator and the 

Coulomb interaction. In this work we will concern ourselves with the interaction 

of a classical. bare positive charge with an electron gas that serves to simulate the 

conduction band of a metal. For clarity we state the Hamiltonian for this problem 

here:43 
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N p.2 L N 

H=L I -qL I _1_+ 
I rj-rj I I R-rjl + V+ (2) 2 

i=1 kj i=1 

We use atomic units throughout. except as noted. Here R(t) is the time-dependent 

position of a positive charge of magnitude q. and V + is a neutralizing. positive 

background charge. The time dependence of R. the position of the positive charge. 

drives the system's time evolution. To solve Eq. (I) we must. in general. be able to 

integrate 3N+ I dimensions. minus any symmetries which may be present. Since the 

current "state-of-the-art" is limited to integration of about five dimensions.54 we see 

that solving Eq. (I) directly is hopeless when N is large. 

TDHF approximates the solution of Eq. (1) by replacing it with its mean-

field equivalent. This may be derived by noting that if the following action. 

(3) 

is required to be stationary when varied with respect to a general wave function \{r 

with endpoints fixed at times tl and t2• the TDSE results. In TDHF we make the 

ansatz that 'It is constrained to be a Slater determinant of orthonormal single-particle 

orbitals (SPOs) 

(4) 

Requiring the action in (3) to be stationary with respect to variations of the single-

particle orbitals then yields a set of N coupled equations of the mSE form 
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(5) 

The mean-field Hamiltonian h may be written as 

(6) 

where K is the kinetic energy operator and W is the non-local mean-field which 

depends upon the wave functions {¢d. The TDHF approximation replaces the 3N+1 

dimensional roSE by N coupled differential-integral equations. It is much easier to 

solve N equations in three dimensions than a single equation in 3N dimensions. 

The mean-field potential. W. is exactly that familiar from static Hartree-

Fock (HF) theory. and we will have more to say about its specific form for the 

electron gas model presently. For now we make use of the fact that h is hermitian 

to calculate the time derivative of the overlap between single-particle orbitals 

(7) 

This is an important result for two reasons: it says that our initial variational 

ansatz will remain valid for all times. i.e.. the SPOs remain orthonormal and 

therefore the roHF wave function remains a Slater determinant. and it shows that 

the Pauli principle is enforced exactly throughout the time evolution of the system. 

When we speak of solving the TDHF (or TDMF) equations we mean 

starting with an initial set of SPOs and integrating the set of equations in (5) from 

an initial time to some later time. Although this prescription is quite 

straightforward (the bulk of the work involved being the adaptation of available 

computing resources to the problem we wish to solve). it is not clear what we are 
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doing when we carry out this program. Since we have emphasized at the outset 

that a complete solution to Eq. (1) is not possible. it is fair to ask. in what sense 

does TDHF represent an approximate solution? The answer is most easily given by 

considering the TDHF equations in their density matrix form. 

1.2. Density Matrix Formulation 

We first define one-body operators as those. like the kinetic energy 

operator in Eq. (2). that may be decomposed as a sum of operators dependent upon 

a single coordinate68 

The expectation value of a one-body operator may be written as 

(62-) = L I d3r l ... ·.d3rN 'Ir- o(rj)'Ir 

i 

(8) 

(9) 

Given its dependence on only one coordinate in each term. the one-body expectation 

value can also be evaluated from a single function of two variables. This is 

accomplished using the one-body density matrix. PI :68 

(10) 

where Tr( ) denotes the trace. For a Slater determinant. PI is given by 
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(II) 

The sum of the diagonal elements of the one-body density matrix is evidently the 

particle density. since 

(12) 

We denote the particle density by nCr). 

If we rewrite the single-particle equations in (5) as 

:t ¢i (r.t) a I d3r' h(r.r'.t) ¢i (r.t) (13) 

where h(r.r'.t) is the non-local mean-field Hamiltonian. the IDHF equations can be 

cast in the compact form81 

a at Pl - [h.ptl (14) 

where the mean-field Hamiltonian depends upon Pl in the usual self-consistent 

sense. The formulation of IDHF in terms of SPOs in Section 1.1 is equivalent to 

an equation of motion for the one-body density matrix. This density matrix is all 

that we need if we are interested in the expectation values of one-body operators.68 

The difference between IDHF and what we call IDMF is only in the definition of 

the mean-field Hamiltonian. The structure of Eq. (14) and our discussion based 
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upon it applies to either theory. 

To see how good an approximation (14) is. we can compare it to the exact 

equation of motion for the one-body density matrix. The one-body density matrix 

may be generalized to allow for the evaluation of two-body expectation values. such 

as the electron-electron interaction68 

(15) 

The two-body density matrix. P2' can be decomposed into contributions due to 

uncorrelated pairs. which can be written in terms of the one-body density matrix. 

and contributions due to two particle correlations. which we denote by g2: 

(16) 

The exact equation of motion for PI may be written schematically as81 

(17) 

where {g2} means "terms depending upon g2'" Similarly. the equation of motion for 

the two-body density matrix would include two- and three-body correlations. and so 

on. Equation (17) is the first of a hierarchy of density matrix equations.57 

It is the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (17) that is ignored in 

TDHF. The preceding discussion motivates the following statement about the 

physical content of the TDHF solution for the one-body density matrix (we refer the 

interested reader to the literature for a proofSS•57): the time evolution of the one-
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body density matrix includes all contributions from one particle-one hole excitations. 

Only the two particle-two hole contributions. due to g2' are missing. Any state that 

can be reached via successive single-particle excitations is accessable to the TDHF 

wave function. The effect of most of the two-body interactions is already 

accounted for in collisions of the particles with the mean-field potential. It is well

established from static mean-field calculations on the electron gas that two-body 

correlations are not. due to the Pauli principle. a large effect and can be included 

via effective potentials added to the mean field. 86 This same approach can be 

expected to work for a TDMF treatment of the electron gas. 

The value of TDHF is now clear: given that we can ignore strong two-body 

correlations (or include them to some order as we will do in TDMF). we can expect 

that one-body expectation values (e.g., inclusive cross-sections and single-particle 

transition matrix elements) or quantities that depend upon the particle density (e.g., 

the dynamical screening potential in the electron gas) will be quite accurate. since 

these depend only upon Pl' A full solution of Eq. (I) is not necessary if we 

confine our interest to such quantities. Over the last decade. several groups in 

atomic physics have obtained excellent results when calculating charge transfer 

cross-sections and other one-body quantities for ion-atom collisions using TDHF and 

TDMF.62.63 Experience with these other Coulombic systems provides us with 

additional confidence that TDMF can give accurate results for the electron gas 

problem. 

The density matrix formulation also facilitates two other important 

observations. If we have no time-dependence in our system. Eq. (14) reduces right 

away to the static Hartree-Fock equation 
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[ho.p~] = 0 (18) 

where P~ is the solution to the static mean-field Hamiltonian ho• In TDHF. the 

density matrix no longer commutes with the Hamiltonian at all times. with the 

consequence that the SPOs are not. in general. eigenfunctions of the mean-field 

Hamiltonian. A single TDHF Slater determinant is therefore able to allow for many 

more dynamically induced phenomena than a single set of static HF SPOs used as a 

basis set. A single TDHF determinant is not limited to transitions among static HF 

states and is. in general. expressible only via an infinite combination of static HF 

determinants. SS 

We can also state clearly the relationship of TDHF to the linear response or 

random-phase approximations (RPA).82 which are used in the majority of 

calculations involving the electron gas and its response to external perturbations. In 

these approximations. the response of the system to a weak probe is taken to be 

small and proportional to the probe strength. The change in the density matrix is 

then calculated to first order in the perturbing potential as82 

where OV is the perturbation and op, is the first order change in PI' The static 

Hamiltonian is also usually simplified by ignoring exchange and correlation terms. 

This treatment leads to. among other results. the Lindhard formula for the dielectric 

function and the RPA expression for the energy loss experienced by a charged 

particle as it moves through an electron gas.82 TDMF. by contrast. assumes no 

strength for the perturbation (it may be quite large) and insures that the response of 

the sy~tem is self-consistent. The TDMF calculations for the electron gas. which 
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we will describe. are a generalization of linear response or RPA treatments to 

arbitrarily strong potentials. 

1.3. Symmetry in TDHF 

We now turn briefly to a few of the details of TDHF. which we will have 

occassion to exploit. From the form of the TDHF equations in Eq. (14). we can 

show that the TDHF equations pres~rve many of the important conservation 

principles inherent in the TDSE. The time evolution of the expectation value of a 

time-independent one-body operator may be written as 

:t (£9.) ... Tr(£9.p) = ([£Sl.h]) (20) 

Symmetries of the Hamiltonian lead therefore to the conservation of particle number. 

energy. angular momentum. etc .• at least on the average. This does not mean that 

the TDHF wave function must exhibit these symmetries. A translationally invariant 

Hamiltonian may, for instance. admit a solution which is localized in space.56 This 

symmetry-breaking aspect of TDHF is a great advantage over treatments based upon 

a few parametrized degrees of freedom.57 The TDHF wave function is generally 

free to exhibit either single-particle or collective degrees of freedom as the time 

evolution warrants. Examples include resonant charge capture4B.50.52 (strongly single 

particle in nature) and plasmon creationB-10 (a collective effect) in the interaction of 

charged particles with an electron gas. 

It is important to note. however. that if a symmetry operation commutes 

with both the Hamiltonian and the initial state that we choose for our TDHF wave 

function. then that symmetry will remain unbroken throughout the time evolution of 

the system.B1 Our choice of initial state thus "freezes in" the symmetries that we 

select. These symmetries are usually crucial to rendering the problem tractable. and 
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we will exploit several of them in later chapters. We turn now to a discussion of 

the specific mean-field Hamiltonian which we shall employ in our calculations. 

1.4. The Mean-Field Hamiltonian 

Substituting the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) into the action in Eq. (3). and 

carrying out independent variations with respect to each of the SPOs. we obtain the 

TDHF Hamiltonian as83 

(21) 

The first term is the kinetic energy operator. Its exact treatment in TDHF 

distinguishes TDHF from hydrodynamic treatments of the electron gas based upon 

Thomas-Fermi theory. 83 The second term is the Hartree potential due to the 

electron density and the neutralizing positive charge density which we denote by 

n+. This smeared out backround charge is the idealization of the ionic lattice in 

the jellium model of a simple meta1.29•32 Although the Hartree potential is formally 

expressable as 

V
H 

... -21 Id3r' [n(r')-n+(r11 
! r-r'! 

it is best calculated by solving the Poisson equation 

(22) 

(23) 

This term introduces self-consistency. since the potential depends upon the particle 

density. which in turn is constructed from the time-dependent wave functions. It is 

the main source of coupling between electrons. The exchange interaction for an 
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(24) 

The exchange interaction. which is purely Coulombic in origin. results from the 

explicit antisymmetrization of the TDHF wave function via the Slater determinantal 

form. As we stated above. this form of the exchange interaction. though exact. is a 

computational liability due to its non-locality. The work involved in solving the 

TDHF equations is greatly reduced if we can define an average exchange 

interaction which is the same for all of the orbitals and depends. like the Hartree 

term. only upon the local particle density. Since we want to treat two-body 

correlations.57 which are absent from the TDHF equations altogether. in the same 

manner. we discuss them together. 

The basic idea is to imagine the electron gas as divided into small cells. 

Although the gas may be inhomogeneous (as it surely will be when interacting with 

a charged particle such as a proton). we average the electron density in each cell 

and assume that the exchange and correlation interactions of the gas in the cell can 

be approximated by those of a homogeneous gas with the same average density. 

The exchange and correlation energies per particle of a homogeneous electron gas 

are quite well parametrized by a number of different methods. If we call this 

energy exe(n). where nCr) refers to the average density of the cell that r is in. then 

the exchange and correlation energy for the entire gas is given. in the limit of small 

cell size. by 

(25) 
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We can then define the exchange and correlation potentials to be used in our mean-

field Hamiltonian by differentiating Exc(n) with respect to n(r) 

c5[n EXcJ 
Vxc = c5n (26) 

We then use this density-dependent potential in our mean-field Hamiltonian in place 

of the exchange interaction. 

This approach is usually refered to as the local density approximation 

(LOA)84 in solid state physics and is closely related to the Slater61 Xct method in 

atomic physics. We have chosen to use the analytic forms of EXC' given by 

combining the Kahn-Sham exchange energy and the Wigner interpolation formula for 

the exchange energy82 

3 [3
rr
n]I/3 

Exc<n) - - 4 0.44 

[ 
3 ]1/3 

4rrn + 7.8 

(27) 

More sophisticated parametrizations are available 10 the literature. but for all 

practical purposes they give the same answers as the analytic forms. which are 

easier to apply. 85 

The use of the LOA in the TDHF equations causes us to refer to our 

approach as TDMF. It includes both more and less than TDHF. On the one hand. 

the exchange interaction is no longer exact and. in particular. the Coulomb self 

interaction of each electron with itself found in the Hartree potential is no longer 

cancelled by the exchange term. There is. however. some inclusion of two-body 

correlation effects. at least to lowest order. Justification of the method must rest 

upon the calculational successes of the LOA. and here we are. fortunately. on quite 

firm ground. Static properties of atomic. molecular. and solid state systems have 
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been extensively tabulated using mean-field calculations and the LOA. The results 

can be summarized as excellent (exchange and correlation energies typically are 

correct to 5%) 83.86 - actually much better than one could reasonably expect from 

what appears to be a lowest-order treatment. In fact. the LOA has been 

successfully applied to systems. such as atoms and metal surfaces. where its 

applicability is readily questioned. given the strongly inhomogeneous nature of these 

systems. Also. the first-order correction to the LOA. which seeks to incorporate 

some inhomogeneous effects. often worsens the calculated exchange-correlation 

energies.87 Clearly it is not profitable to view the LOA as the first term in what 

is. at best. a slowly converging series expansion in some inhomogeneity parameter. 

Since the approach in TDHF or TDMF is to use in dynamical calculations the same 

mean-field Hamiltonians that give good static properties. it is perhaps worthwhile to 

briefly explain the physics behind the success of the LOA. 

In the electron gas exchange and correlation effects tend to deplete the 

charge density around an electron. If we define a pair correlation function g(r.r') 

as the probability of finding a particle at r' when there is a particle at r. then the 

exchange-correlation energy can be written as88 

ETOT .. 1 Id3r d3r' {grr')-Il nCr) nCr') . xc 2 r-r'l (28) 

The direct Coulomb term. the Hartree energy, is explicitly subtracted out of this 

expression. We can think of the exchange-correlation energy as resulting from the 

interaction of each electron with an exchange-correlation "hole" defined by 
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(29) 

This hole is a non-local function of the density and the two-body correlation 

function discussed earlier. If we knew the exact pair correlation function for the 

inhomogeneous electron gas. then we could construct the exchange-correlation 

interaction - but we do not and so must seek to approximate it. The statement of 

the LOA given earlier is equivalent to approximating the pair correlation function 

by its homogeneous electron gas value. 86 This approach has the virtue that an 

important sum rule. namely that the integrated value of the exchange-correlation 

hole be equal to one unit of charge. is automatically satisfied by the LOA. since it 

is satisfied for the homogeneous electron gas. It can also be shown that the LOA 

provides a good description of the spherical average of the exchange-correlation 

hole.88 Given that the exchange-correlation energy may be expressed as the 

Coulombic interaction of two charge distributions. the success of the LOA can be 

attributed to the fact that. although it is in many cases a poor description of the 

shape and charge distribution of the exchange-correlation hole. it correctly describes 

the total charge and spherical average. Oue to the long range of the Coulomb 

interaction. these two factors are the most important in determining the exchange

correlation energy. 88 

The exchange-correlation potential defined by Eq. (26) can be expected to be 

a good approximation. as long as we are dealing with electrons that are interacting 

strongly with many other electrons. It is known to be quite seriously in error 

when the electron density becomes small. as it does far from an atomic nucleus or 

far outside of a metal surface.41 Since the LOA potential depends upon the 

electron density. which falls off exponentially far from a nucleus or a metal 

surface. the LOA potential itself falls off exponentially in these regions. This is in 
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sharp contrast to the exact potential. which falls off only as l/r. We should 

confine our expectations of IDMF therefore to those quantities which do not depend 

in detail upon the mean-field potential in regions where it is suspect. Fortunately. 

this is the case with many quantities of interest in the interaction of ions with the 

electron gas. Again due to the long-range nature of the Coulomb force. we can 

expect that many one-body expectation values average over large regions of space 

and are not sensitive to errors in the potential or spas far from localized charges. 

1.5. The IDMF Initial Value Problem 

The IDMF equations define an initial value problem in the sense that once 

we specify an initial state for our system by choosing a set of occupied spas. the 

spas at any later time are uniquely given by propagating the initial spas forward 

in time with the self-consistent mean-field Hamiltonian. This gives IDMF an 

unavoidable semiclassical character. We cannot. with a single IDMF calculation. 

perform the averaging over initial conditions that quantum mechanics demands. 

There are. however. many situations where a single initial condition is quite 

sensible. Such is the case when an ion. initially far from a metal surface. is 

projected towards the metal. The obvious initial condition is to take the metal in 

its ground state.96 More problematic are phenomena such as tunneling. when we 

wish to begin with the system out of equilibrium and evolve in time towards a 

final equilibrium state.51 It is best to think of a single IDMF calculation that 

starts from a given initial state as a simulation of what happens to the system that 

we are considering when it is exposed to a given external potential (e.g .• an ion). 

By preforming many such simulations with varying initial conditions. we can build 

up a complete picture of the full quantum mechanical process. 
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The semiclassical aspect of TDMF can also complicate the interpretation of 

final state distributions. In a TDMF simulation of an ion scattering from the 

surface of a metal. some charge may be transferred from the metal to the ion as it 

receeds from the surface. In general. the amount of charge transferred will not be 

an integer amount. We conventionally interpret the amount of transferred charge as 

the probability to transfer an electron during a scattering event. i.e .• if 0.5 electrons 

are captured into bound states of the ion. we say that there is a 50% probabilty for 

single charge capture. This scheme has been shown to give quite sensible results in 

TDMF calculations of ion-atom charge-exchange cross sections. where the TDMF 

results have been compared to quantum mechanical state expansion calculations.62 

There is of course some spurious final state coupling associated with the fact that 

partial charge transfer does not provide for full screening of the scattered ion. but 

this does not effect the total amount of charge that is transferred.62•63 In any 

event. we must always check that our final state results have reached some 

asymptotic value before we can confidently terminate the time evolution. 

Finally, we should address the evolution of the state of the ion (here a bare 

classical charge). It can be treated to very high accuracy as a point charge with a 

definite position and velocity due to its large mass. Very often we simply specify 

the position and velocity of the ion at every time during the TDMF simulation. 

This is again a good approximation if the excitation of the electrons is small 

compared to the ion's energy, since any loss of energy on the part of the ion may 

be neglected. If this is not the case, then we must take the system's response to 

the ion into account. If the electron gas is excited by an amount comparable to the 

ion's energy, then the ion must lose the compensating amount of energy to provide 

for overall energy conservation. The loss of a signifigant part of its initial energy 

will greatly effect the ion's trajectory and hence the whole simulation. 
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Energy conservatiolL can be achieved most simply by solving the coupled set 

of TDMF-Hamilton equations given by89 

N 

M :t R- - L (cpd VR V(R-rj)/ CPj) 

i-I 

(30) 

where V(R-rj) is the potential between the ion located at R and an electron located 

at rj' The r.h.s. of the second of Eqs. (30) is the time-dependent analog of the 

Hellmen-Feynmen force used in molecular Born-Oppenheimer calculations. The ion 

feels the Coulomb force due to the instantaneous electron distribution at any time. 

This provides for the self-consistent motion of the ion and leads to the total system 

energy being conserved. This energy conservation can be very important in cases 

where the system's response is almost adiabatic.89 Since we do not treat such cases 

in the rest of this dissertation. we refer the interested reader to Appendix A and 

the literature cited there for a demonstration and further discussion of this self-

consistent coupling. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

A TDMF SIMULATION OF ION SURFACE SCA TIERING 

2.0. Introduction 

In this chapter we introduce in detail the electron gas model to which we 

will apply TDMF and describe the method by which we construct the initial state 

of the gas that we will use in all of our scattering calculations. The electron gas. 

or jellium. model serves both as a good approximation of the conduction band of a 

simple metal and as an interesting many-body system in its own right. It has long 

been studied in both contexts.43•90 Our main subject. which is the interaction of a 

bare. classical charge with such a gas. serves as a model for proton scattering from 

thin foils of. e.g.. sodium or aluminum. After a brief survey of conventional 

theoretical methods for dealing with such scattering. a one-dimensional (I D) model97 

is constructed and solved via TDMF. The I D model serves several purposes: it 

introduces. in a simple setting. both the essential features of a TDMF simulation and 

those of the jellium model. which we shall use throughout the rest of this work; it 

illustrates the fact that many of the physical features long incorporated in scattering 

models "by hand" emerge naturally from our ab-initio calculation; and it gives us 

added confidence that our three-dimensional (3D) simulations. described in later 

chapters. will be relevant to actual scattering experiments. This last point is 

perhaps the most important. The burden of the numerical details required for 

realistic 3D simulations will hopefully be eased by the confidence that. afterwards. 

interesting physics awaits us. 
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2.1. The Jellium Model 

The electron gas is a one-component plasma of electrons immersed in a 

neutralizing background of positive charge. When used as a model for the 

conduction band of a simple metal. it is often referred to as the jellium model. a 

term that survives from the work of Wigner and Bardeen in the early I 930s. and 

one that refers to the "smearing out" of the ionic lattice into a continuous charge 

distribution.29.32 In simple metals such as aluminium or sodium. where bonding 

between lattice ions is accomplished via sand p type orbitals. this model is 

adequate to accurately describe those properties dominated by the conduction 

electrons (we treat only the unpolarized spin case. since magnetic effects may be 

ignored for the simple metals we wish to consider). 30.83 Lattice effects are usually 

only a small perturbation and. when included. are a small correction to the jellium 

results.8S When the positive background is terminated at some plane to form a 

step-like surface. a good description of the surface properties of a simple metal is 

obtained. In the scattering simulations that we will consider. the interaction of this 

jellium surface with the scattered charge will play a central role. 

As stated in Chapter One. the approach in TDMF is to use the same 

Hamiltonians that give good static properties in dynamical calculations. The success 

of the jellium model in treating the static and adiabatic properties of simple metals 

is well detailed in the literature. An incomplete list of the surface properties that 

have been considered includes: surface energies and work functions29-34 weak and 

strong electric field effects;3S.36 image potentials;37 chemisorption;38 quantum size 

effects;39 and the response to long wavelength radiation.40-42 Since 1970. almost all 

jellium calculations have been carried out with the same self-consistent mean-field 

Hamiltonian that we employ. 43 
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The electron gas. at metallic densities. is also of interest as a strongly 

coupled Coulombic plasma.90 The mean density of the gas is conveniently specified 

by the parameter rs' the Wigner-Seitz radius given by 

(I) 

where n+ is the (time-independent) density of the neutralizing background charge. 

For metals. the values of rs in atomic units range from about two to six. A 

strongly coupled plasma is conventionally defined as one in which the coupling 

parameter r. the ratio of the average Coulomb energy to average kinetic energy. is 

greater than one. For the electron gas. r is approximately rs/2. By way of 

comparison. a typical gas discharge plasma has r « 1. and the plasma formed by 

the nuclei in a highly evolved star may have a r of several hundred.90 

The jellium solid that we use in our simulations is a slab of width D. This 

is in contrast to the semi-infinite model. used by some authors to treat surface 

properties. which has only one surface. Our slab extends to infinity in the x and y 

directions. and the model exhibits translational symmetry along these axis. In its 

ground state (i.e.. before we scatter anything from it) all of its properties depend 

only upon the electron density in the surface normal (z axis) direction. n(z). The 

finite width of the slab causes the electrons to have discrete energies associated 

with motions along the direction normal to the surface. The nonzero spacing 

between the resulting energy levels causes well-known quantum size effects.39 We 

regard this finite width as an advantage of our simulation technique. since it allows 

us to define all potentials at z - ± infinity as zero (which is convenient for 

scattering) and also permits treating surface scattering and thin foil penetration with 

the same program. As shown by Schulte (Ref. 39). the quantum size effects are 
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negligible for widths greater than 20-40 au at metallic densities. We can easily treat 

such widths and. by varying D. we can study or eliminate the size effects as we 

like. In time-dependent simulations there are additional factors to consider. such as 

the reflection of electrons off of the back surface of the slab when a particle 

scatters from the front surface. Such factors as these can also be made to have 

negligible effect upon the results by using a large enough D. 

Given the translational symmetry parallel to the jellium surface. we may 

write the ground state wave functions as 

iK'R 
l/JiK = e ¢>i (z) (2) 

where R is a vector parallel to the surface plane. The energy of such a state will 

evidently be 

where Ei is the eigenvalue of the I D equation 

(4) 

The mean-field potential is a function of the z coordinate and of the charge 

density. The electron density is given by summing over all occupied orbitals. the 

highest allowed orbitals being those at the Fermi energy EF • The sum over states 

with energy less than EF may be written. employing periodic boundary conditions 

in the transverse (x-y) direction. as 
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The factor of two in front is for spin degeneracy. Equation (5) reduces to the 

simple form 

n(z) =! L (Ep-€j) / IPj(z) /2 (6) 

ieee 

The factor I/rr (Ep-€j) is just the number of occupied electron states that have ¢i as 

their z-dependent part. The Fermi energy is found by requiring. charge neutrality. 

Given that the IPj are normalized by 

I: 1 II; (z)1 , dz - I 

it follows that Ep must satisfy 

I 
rr L (Ep-€j) - n+ 0 

ieee 

(7) 

(8) 

The mean-field potential in Eq. (4) consists of a direct and an exchange-

correlation term. The direct. or Hartree term. is the solution of the 10 Poisson 

equation 

(9) 

The local density approximation (LOA) for the exchange-correlation potential is. in 
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(10) 

where here rs corresponds to the local electron density via 

I --rs [ J
I/3 

4" ;(Z) (II) 

The first term in the LDA potential is the Kohn-Sham expression for the exchange 

contribution and the second is the Wigner interpolation formula for the correlation 

contribution to the electron-electron interaction.8S As we noted earlier. more 

sophisticated expressions. derived from Monte Carlo techniques.91 are available for 

the LDA potential. The differences are not. however. significant for our purposes. 

and so we use the simpler expression of Eq. (10) in all of our work. 

Equations (4). (6). and (8) form a self-consistent system whose solution gives 

the jellium ground-state wave functions. electron density. mean-field potential and 

Fermi energy. The method of solution. as usual in self-consistent calculations. is 

iteration. Starting from an initial guess for the wave functions and potential. we 

solve Eq. (4) for a new set of energies fj and wave functions ¢j' The energies are 

then used in Eq. (8) to find the Fermi energy and this. along with the wave 

functions. is used in Eq. (6) to calculate the new density and then the new potential 

for the next iteration. The game continues until sufficient convergence between 

input and output wave functions (and energies. density. etc.) has been achieved. 

Straightforward iteration. no matter its ubiquity in self-consistent 

calculations. is not guaranteed to succeed. A few iterations of Eqs. (4). (6). and (8) 

from even the most intelligent guess results in disaster. The reason for this is the 
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I D nature of our problem. Small redistributions of charge. due to the recalculation 

of the Fermi energy during each iteration cycle. are amplified into arbitrarily large 

potentials at large distances from the jellium slab by the I D Poisson equation. The 

solution. as other authors have noted. is to add to the output potential a gradient 

correction that tends to counteract the effects of these small charge disturbances.33•39 

If we call the potential at the beginning of an iteration cycle Vo and that at the 

end of the cycle Vl' then the correction term. oV. to be added to Vl before it is 

used as the input for the next cycle is given by solving the following integral 

equation 

oV(z) - (V l - Vo) + f dz' 9"'(z.z') oV(z1 (12) 

where 9"'(z,z') is the response of the jellium slab at z to a small perturbation at z'. 

9"'(z.z') may be calculated to first order in the perturbation from the electronic 

wave functions. This method generalizes Newton's method for finding a root of an 

algebraic equation and has the same quadratic convergence property in the 

neighborhood of a solution. By inserting this step into the iteration cycle. 

convergence. even starting from a crude guess for the wave functions. is easily 

achieved. 

In Fig. 2.1 a typical density profile is shown. The positive background 

density is also indicated and the density is normalized to it. This profile 

corresponds to rs .. 4 au. roughly that of sodium. It exhibits the familiar time

independent Freidel oscillations which are a consequence of the sharp Fermi surface 

characteristic of a Coulomb gas at zero temperature. Also shown is the self

consistent potential which binds the electrons. This potential. as we have 

previously noted. falls off exponentially far from the jellium surface since it is a 

strong Junction of the electron density. This asymptotic dependence is wrong (an 
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electron removed from the slab to infinity should feel the image charge it leaves 

behind). but not seriously so in any region close to the surface. Since we are 

concerned with the interactions that take place at and inside of the surface. this 

error will have no effect on our results. It should be emphasized that the response 

of a jeIIium slab to an external charge does have the correct image charge form. 34 

The work functions determined from our slab agree within 0.01 eV with those of 

Lang and Kohn3S who used a semi-infinite jeIIium model. 

In this dissertation we consider the application of TDMF to the description 

of the interaction of a bare. classical charge (the simplest of ions) with a jeIIium 

slab such as we have here described. In the rest of the present chapter. we 

consider how a jeIIium surface exchanges charge with an ion that scatters from it. 

We turn now to a disscusion of the physical processes involved and a brief sketch 

of the theoretical methods that have. in the past. been employed in this regard. 

2.2. Charge Exchange Scattering 

Theoretical studies of ion-solid scattering may be divided roughly into two 

classes. those that treat the interaction by considering the wave functions of the 

various electrons involved explicitly. and those that emphasize the response of the 

solid as a whole by using a dielectric function or linear response approach. In the 

treatment of charge-exchange scattering. the former approach is favored by a wide 

margin. 

The physical processes involved in charge exchange are most easily 

classified by considering the energy levels available to electrons on the ion and in 

the solid when the two are widely separated. A schematic diagram of these levels 

is shown in Fig. 2.2. Electrons in the solid occupy a continuum of levels within 

the conduction band. Below this continuum are discrete states associated with 

electrons that are closely bound to the ions in the solid. Interactions with these core 
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Fig. 2.2. A schematic of the various charge exchange mechanisms 
that contribute to the neutralization of ions at surfaces. 
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electrons are heavily shielded by the conduction electrons and can usually be 

described by a "binary encounter" approach which treats the scattering of the 

incident ion from an ion in the solid as an event independent of the rest of the 

solid. It is beyond the scope of this study to consider such interactions. 

Concentrating now on the neutralization of a positive ion near a metal 

surface. we can identify three types of neutralization processes. Auger 

neutralization (AN) is the transfer of an electron from the conduction band to an 

initially vacant ion level which lies below the conduction band. To conserve 

energy in the interaction. another conduction electron is excited into the continuum 

of the band. Direct resonant neutralization (DRN) involves the transfer of a 

conduction electron into an ionic level that is coincident in energy with the 

conduction band. Resonant neutralization (RN) occurs when the ion initially excites 

a conduction electron to a state above the band where it subsequently transfers to 

an ionic level. 

Early treatments based on these classifications concentrated on defining rate 

equations that described the filling of available ionic levels.2•3 The various 

neutralization processes were treated as occurring separately. and the rates were 

calculated either empirically or via perturbation theory. depending upon the author 

and the process being considered. Auger scattering data has usually been fit using 

semiclassical "filling rates" derived from considering the neutralization as an 

equilibration process92 while DRN data show oscillations that require some 

quantum-mechanical phase information which can be generated. for example. from a 

two-level model of the process. 93 

It was soon recognized that the energy-level picture of Fig. 2.2 breaks 

down when the ion is close to the surface. Hangstrom94 argued that the ionic 

energy. levels would be shifted from their asymptotic values by the ion's motion and 
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the ion-surface interaction. These levels should show a position dependence that 

could drastically effect the neutralization rate. and evidence for this has been 

observed in many experiments.92 Somewhat later. Newns and coworkers48.93 

emphasized the role of the lifetime broadening of the ionic level. which is a 

consequence of the ion-surface interaction. This level broadening is roughly 

proportional to the filling rate alluded to earlier and causes the ionic level to 

interact with more conduction electrons than just the ones closest to the level in 

energy. 

One of the most popular models employed in charge exchange calculations 

is based upon the time-dependent Anderson Hamiltonian (IDAH). which treats the 

ion-surface interaction via a "hopping" term that transfers electrons between ionic 

and surface states.48.93.95.96 Usually a single ionic valence level interacts with a 

free-electron gas model for the surface. The position of the ion valence level and 

resonance width may be related to the hopping potential in the IDAH. Since the 

detailed position and velocity dependence of the ion-surface interaction is not 

known. these quantities become adjustable parameters within the theory. 

Some authors have carried out more sophisticated coupled-channel 

calculations of the type familiar from ion-atom scattering calculations.SO•52 The 

unperturbed ion and (simplified) surface states are used as a basis and (since the 

resulting set of coupled equations is infinite) simplifying assumptions are made. 

chiefly involving the response of the surface electrons. Though these calculations 

have been useful in elucidating the resonance effects mentioned above. they are 

greatly complicated by the large number of open channels during a typical energetic 

scattering event. 

Both of these approaches share a common set of simplifying assumptions 

and approximations which limit their applicability. Among these are: 
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i) The ion-surface interaction must be treated in the adiabatic limit 

where. it is hoped. a screened Coulomb interaction will suffice. The 

ion's velocity usually determines only the duration of the scattering 

event. and no other velocity dependence is included. 

ii) The response of the surface electrons is not included or is. at most. 

treated via a linear response function. The surface electrons. in fact. 

respond quite strongly to the ion. making this the most questionable 

of the approximations employed. This difficulty is universally 

acknowledged but is very hard to overcome within the standard 

techniques. 23.24.93 

iii) The ionic valence level position relative to the metal's Fermi level 

must be specified by hand. So too the resonance width of the level. 

Some data. applicable to the adiabatic case. is available for the level 

position.49 and the level width is usually treated as being constant 

and small compared to the conduction bandwidth (the "wide band 

limit"). 

iv) The various inelastic processes are treated as occurring independently 

of one another. again to facilitate calculation.50•52 Nothing is known. 

for example. of the relative magnitude of Auger and resonant 

coupling to the same ionic state. 

The applicability of the IDAH approach. given the approximations 

employed. is clearly limited to adiabatic (v « vPenni) charge exchange. Its 

application to a wider range of scattering data is an exercise in parameter fitting. 

A recent. and careful. attempt at a "parameter-free" coupled-channel calculation 

concludes. in the author's words. 
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"The transition rates [calculated are] very sensitive to the atomic 

wave function perturbation and. in the case of the Auger process. the 

screening of the electron-electron interactions. These results 

emphasize the need for a much more detailed examination of the 

close-coupling region in ion-surface charge exchange theory. "52 

With TDMF we may begin to address. within the bounds of mean-field 

theory laid out in Chapter One. the major shortcomings of the present calculational 

techniques. This is because we can treat the time-dependent response of the solid 

in a fully self-consistent manner. We seek an ab-initio scattering calculation that 

can encompass all of the neutralization processes that we have been discussing. 

Though the ideas involved in TDMF are quite simple. the possibilities for 

quantitative comparison with experiment over a wide energy range are much better 

than those currently available. And. while the elements of such a calculation are 

easily laid out. it is only the advent of supercomputers that has allowed the 

possibility of carrying out such a calculation. 

To remind. the goal of this dissertation is the demonstration that realistic 

TDMF simulations of ion-metal interactions are feasible. and so we shall show in 

later chapters. It is best though. before delving into that large task. to pause and 

consider a simple 1 D TDMF calculation that illustrates the applicability of TDMF to 

the physical ideas that we have been discussing here.97 

2.3. 10 Model Calculation 

We consider the case of a bare ion scattering at normal incidence. We 

model the ion potential in the z (surface normal) direction only with a Gaussian 

(13) 
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where Z(t) is the position of the ion and Vo and O! are the strength and effective 

range of the interaction. This form allows the translational invariance parallel to 

the surface to remain unbroken during the simulation and considerably simplifies 

the calculation. This simpler model still serves to illustrate many of the features of 

charge-exchange scattering that one expects from more realistic simulations. as we 

shall see below. The form of the prefactor makes the ion potential a delta function 

in the limit that the range of the potential is zero. For all of the ion potentials 

considered. there was one bound state of the ion potential separated by several e V 

from the first excited (continuum) state. 

We begin with the ion far from the jellium surface shown in Fig. 2.1. 

The equations outlined in Section 2.1 are discretized and solved numerically on a 

grid with a spacing of 0.2 to 0.4 au via standard finite-difference techniques. We 

then solve the IDMF equations for the time-dependent wave functions 

:t CPj (z.t) - h(z.Z: n(z.t» CPj (z.t) (14) 

where the self-consistent mean-field potential now includes the term Vion. The time-

dependent electron density is 

n(z.t)::I L Wj / CPj (z,t) /2 (15) 

ioee 

The weighting factors. Wi' are the number of occupied electron states with CPj for a 

z-dependent part. These factors remain unchanged during the simulation, since the 

ion potential does not effect the electron states parallel to the surface and can be 

found from the ground-state expression for the density, Eq. (6). We further 
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discretize Eq. (14) in time. solving for the wave functions at successive times 

separated by ~t via 

-ihAt ( ) ,pj(t + ~t) = e ,pj t (16) 

where fi is evaluated at the midpoint of the time interval. t + 6.t/2. This expression 

is accurate to third order in the time step 6.t and is evaluated by directly 

expanding the exponential propagator. Unlike the time-independent equations. this 

method is completely stable. owing to the unitarity of the operators involved. 

The ion trajectory is taken to be one of constant velocity with a reflection 

upon reaching the jellium edge. At very low velocities. as we noted in Chapter 

One. this trajectory must be modified to recover the proper adiabatic limit. In the 

present case. we are interested in explicitly non-adiabatic effects and. hence. do not 

explore the low velocity limit in any detail. 

A typical scattering simulation is illustrated in the time series shown in 

Fig. 2.3. (Note that we do not use atomic units in this figure.) A 20 A slab with 

rs ::or 4 au (simulating metallic sodium) exchanges electrons with an ion potential of 

range - 0.5 A and Vo - 10 eV. The ion is moving with a velocity equal to the 

Fermi velocity (we examine a range of velocities below). The bound state of this 

ionic potential is at -3.4 eV. and the conduction band of sodium lies between about 

-6 and -3 eV (this defines a 10 band in the l<.z direction; there is no parallel 

momentum dependence in any of our calculated quantities). All energies are 

referred to a zero at infinite separation. 

As the ion approaches the surface. electrons in the surface region are 

attracted to it. while those just behind the surface react to the "hole" in the 

electron density that forms behind the surface region. In succeeding frames. we see 
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the "hole" propagating backward into the solid and the captured electron density 

proceeding away from the surface bound to the ion. A well-defined amount of 

density has left the influence of the solid in the last frame. while the disturbance 

in the solid has not yet propagated to the back side of the slab. We may thus 

assume that the amount of charge capture that we find at the last frame is identical 

with the asymptotic value. Running the simulation to much greater times confirms 

this. The time series shown in Fig. 2.3 illustrates the great potential such 

dynamical simulations have for constructing models of nonadiabatic processes. 

Among other interesting features. we may note that there is evidence. in the third 

through fifth frames. that the captured charge oscillates back and forth from the 

slab to the ion while the latter is in the surface region. This is almost certainly 

due to the reflection that the ion undergoes at the surface. 

As an example of what we may say in a quantitative way via these 

simulations. we exhibit in Fig. 2.4 a time-dependent projection. normalized to unit 

surface area, of the self-consistent electron wave functions onto the bound state of 

the translating Gaussian model potential. 

P(t)... L 1 (<%>6AUSSIANI r/liK(t» 12 (17) 

k.iocc 

where the superscript v reminds us that the energy of the bound state of the ion is 

shifted by v'J,/2 due to the motion of the ion. At intermediate times. the projection 

exhibits complicated behavior. as one would expect. since the Gaussian bound state 

is not an eigenstate of the combined surface-ion potential. At large times. the 

projection converges to a time-independent value corresponding to the amount of 

transferred charge. This might be surprising. since an artifact of our 10 model is 
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that the transferred charge causes a dipole layer to form. leading to a linearly rising 

potential as the charge leaves the surface region. This potential can be expected to 

cause tunneling of the captured charge back to the slab. We see from Fig. 2.4 that 

the effect is very slow to build uP. allowing our I D simulation to mimic the result 

one expects from a 3D simulation where the dipole force vanishes as the ion travels 

away from the surface. 

In Fig. 2.5 we examine the velocity dependence of the amount of captured 

charge for two different ions scattering from a sodium surface. The velocities 

range from hyperthermal v ... vF/1O to quite high v ... 2vF' The upper curve in 

Fig. 2.5 is for a model potential with Vo - 20 eV and a range Q! .. 0.75 A The 

main feature of this potential is that its bound-state energy. Es = -7.4 eV. is below 

the bottom of the sodium conduction band. As the ion velocity increases. the 

translating bound-state energy is shifted upward into resonance with the conduction 

band. The arrows in Fig. 2.5 denote the velocity for which the translating bound

state energy is equal to the bottom and top of the conduction band. respectively. 

The capture probability indeed exhibits resonance behavior. broadened by the ion's 

motion. as the bound-state energy crosses into and then out of the conduction band. 

Since the ion potential is translationally invariant parallel to the surface. the capture 

probability for any conduction electron state is proportional to the distance of the 

state from the Fermi energy; hence. the probability peaks near the bottom of the 

conduction band. 

The lower curve in Fig. 2.5 illustrates a different velocity dependence. The 

model potential now has a range of 0.5 A and strength of 10 e V. giving a bound

state energy of -3.4 eV. near the top of the conduction band. An adiabatic 

resonance model would suggest that the capture probability should peak at the 

lowest velocity. but the maximum is seen to lie above the top of the band. This is 
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due to the velocity dependence of the resonance width (lifetime broadening) of the 

interaction between the ion valence level and the solid. At low velocity. the 

resonance width is much smaller than the conduction band (the "wide band" limit) 

but it grows as the ion velocity increases. effectively bringing more conduction band 

states into resonance with the ion valance level. At the same time. the increasing 

ion velocity also shifts the bound-state energy above (and out of resonance with) the 

conduction band. The valence level shift and level broadening are competing 

effects with respect to charge capture in this case and. in particular. the velocity 

dependence of the interaction is crucial in determining the amount of charge 

capture. especially at intermediate velocity. 

The low-velocity limits of the two curves are different. owing to the 

different placement of the bound state of the ion with respect to the conduction 

band. The upper curve in Fig. 2.5 shows Auger neutralization at low velocity. 

which may be interpreted as the initially non-equilibrium system (Le.. one having 

an unoccupied state lower in energy than the lowest occupied state) coming into 

equilibrium. 

2.4. Conclusions 

We have detailed the results of a fully quantum-mechanical simulation of 

ion-surface scattering in which charge transfer is calculated in a self-consistent 

manner. The treatment of the electron states of the solid on an equal basis with 

those of the ion is a notable advance over conventional calculations. We have been 

able to illustrate. using a I D model. many of the physical effects expected in 

surface scattering. including resonance matching between ion and surface energy 

levels. finite and velocity-dependent resonance widths. the reaction of the surface 

and bulk electrons to the ion's presence. and. most notably. charge transfer in a 

nonadiabatic setting. 
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The results of this model calculation illustrate the great promise of such 

techniques with more realistic ion potentials (specifically. a true Ilr potential. which 

requires a 3D simulation in general). The calculation of nonadiabatic surface 

processes depends upon an accurate description of the time-dependent response of 

the surface and bulk electrons. and this is a strength of the TDMF method. The 

simple numerical methods that sufficed for a I D model. however. cannot be scaled 

up to 3D. Such a program would not run on any existing (or soon to exist) 

computer in a reasonable amount of time. We therefore turn to a discussion of the 

numerical techniques that we have employed in order to render 3D simulations 

tractable. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 

3.0. Introduction 

In order to treat ion-jellium interactions in a more realistic manner than the 

one-dimensional (I D) model of Chapter Two. we must address several of the 

computational issues involved in carrying out TDMF simulations in higher 

dimensions. A TDMF simulation requires that we construct discrete representations 

of the mean-field wave functions. impose appropriate initial and boundary 

conditions. and then propagate the wave functions forward in time. Each of these 

tasks becomes more complicated in two and three dimensions. In this chapter we 

describe the methods we have developed for handling each of these requirements. 

These techniques have been incorporated into a package of programs that permit 

realistic and accurate TDMF simulations to be carried out on the current generation 

of supercomputers. specifically on the Cray-2. 

To construct numerical representations of the mean-field wave functions in 

configuration space we have used the basis-spline collocation method. described in 

Section 3.1. This technique. relatively new to physics. represents the state of the 

art for solving partial differential equations in several fields of physics. 7S [t is a 

flexible. accurate method that permits us to lower the number of discrete points at 

which we must solve the TDMF equations as compared to more conventional 

numerical methods. The realization of the basis-spline method that we will describe 

is not the most general or the most complete. It is. however. sufficiently powerful 

to handle a wide range of nonrelativistic scattering problems while maintaining a 

reasonable level of simplicity in its design and function. 
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In order to make the interaction of an ion with an infinite jellium slab 

tractable we must limit the actual number of electrons taking part in the interaction. 

This we will do in Section 3.2 by choosing a "computational box" of an appropriate 

size and imposing periodic boundary conditions at the boundaries of the box. 

Given the shielded" nature of the ion-jellium interaction it is reasonable to suppose 

that the box size will not have to be too large. Still. several hundred electrons will 

remain in the box and we will have to exploit all of the available symmetries in 

order to further reduce the computational labor. The symmetry-preserving 

properties of the TDMF equations. discussed in Chapter One. are very helpful in 

this regard. 

Finally we describe how the mean-field wave functions are to be propagated 

forward in time. For this task we have constructed an operator-splitting (OS) 

representation of the time-evolution operator. This as method. which has never 

been employed in realistic calculations before. greatly reduces the numerical work 

involved in propagation while rendering the time evolution of the wave functions 

unconditionally stable. regardless of the time step that we use for propagation. This 

stability means that we can choose the time step to conform with the physics of the 

problem. independent of any purely numerical considerations. 

3.1. The Basis-Spline Collocation Method 

In order to solve the TDMF equations numerically we discretize them on a 

grid in configuration space. That is. we want to solve an equation of the form 

i ~ (x.t) .. - 4 1/1" + V(x.t)1/1 (I) 

at a finite number of points in space. In Eq. (1) a prime is used to denote a space 

derivative and a dot is used for the time derivative of a quantity. Throughout this 
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section it will suffice to consider the ID case. To solve Eq. (1) numerically we 

will use the basis-spline collocation method.98 Given the relative newness of the 

method. the lack of references in the physics literature. and the fact that we have 

modified the existing methods somewhat. we undertake in this section to briefly 

introduce the reader to the spline method and describe its advantages for 

computations of this type. The aim here is only familiarity with the method and 

the notation that we employ; the details of basis-spline construction and proofs of 

their mathematical properties are left to an appendix and the literature cited. 

For concreteness. assume that we want to solve Eq. (1) on the interval [D.L). 

In a standard numerical treatment using finite differences. we would solve Eq. (1) 

at a set of points. Xj. spaced evenly in this interval. We must choose the spacing. 

ax. of the points such that integrals are well-approximated by sums of the type 

L I F[.p(x»)dx ~ L F[.p(Xj») ax 
o . 

J 

(2) 

and derivatives can be expressed as. for instance. 

(3) 

The grid spacing must therefore be small enough to capture all of the signifigant 

variations of the wave function. It is also. it turns out. very hard to deal with 

non-uniformly spaced grids in an efficient manner via this method. 

The spline collocation method starts by dividing the interval [O.L) into S 

smaller subintervals separated by what we call "breakpoints." The wave function 

.p(x.t) is expanded as a piece-wise continuous polynomial in each subinterval. the 
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various polynomial pieces and some of their derivatives being matched at the 

breakpoints that separate the subintervals. The polynomial expansion is based upon 

data from collocation points. a set of discrete points where Eq. (1) is solved 

explicitly. Given the piece-wise polynomial (pp) representation of the wave 

function. it is straightforward to calculate integrals and derivatives. This technique 

is obviously closely related to polynomial interpolation such as one would use to fit 

a histogram to a smooth curve. This was in fact the earliest use of spline 

functions. as piece-wise polynomials are known. and their name derives from the 
.' 

draftsmen's tool used for drawing pieces of smooth curves. 

We now want to express these ideas a little more formally and develop some 

useful notation. The central agent in the spline collocation method is the set of 

"basis splines" or B-splines. Given the set (i.e.. the location) of breakpoints and 

appropriate boundary conditions. along with the order. N. of pp that we want to 

use. the B-splines form a complete basis for expanding any function as a pp of 

order N on the interval [O.L].98 The use of the word basis here is exactly 

analogous to the sense in which it is used when speaking of. for example. a basis 

of atomic states. Any function l/I(x.t) is expandable as 

s 
l/I(x.t) ... L ~) (x) l/Ik (t) 

k-l 

(4) 

Here the U(N) (x) are the B-splines. pp of order N. and l/Ik are coefficients of the 

expansion. In the formulation that we use. there are as many spline functions as 

subintervals. In Fig. 3.1. a few of the spline functions for a typical interval are 

shown. As might be guessed from an examination of the figure. in the limit that 

the order. N. of the pp becomes infinite the B-splines become localized Gaussians 
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distributed over the subintervals. 

The construction of the B-splines for a given interval. set of breakpoints. 

and boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = L. is detailed in Appendix B. Here we 

state some of the useful properties of the set of B-splines. 

i) The B-splines have a "finite support" on which they are positive. By this 

we mean that each B-spline is nonzero. and of positive magnitude. in only 

a finite number of the subintervals. In the formulation that we use. each 

spline. except those near the boundary. is nonzero over. at most. N 

subintervals and a maximum of N-splines can be nonzero in any 

subinterval. The B-splines are thus localized in configuration space. 

inhibiting the propagation of errors to distant parts of the interval. 

ii) The B-splines provide a partition of unity. again except near the 

boundaries. 

boundary 

At any point. x. on the interval [O.L]. except near the 

s 
L tJkN> (x) -

k-l 

(5) 

At interior breakpoints. i.e .• those S-l breakpoints not on the boundary of 

our interval. we can impose N-l continuity conditions on the splines (see Appendix 

B for details). For this we choose to make the splines and their N-2 lowest 

derivatives continuous across the breakpoints. Functions that we expand in the B-

spline representation will therefore be continuous and have (N-2) continuous 

derivatives on the interval [D.L]. The (N-I) derivative also exists but is 

discontinuous. For most all of our computations. we employ fifth-order splines 

(N - 5) meaning that the first. second. and third derivatives will exist and be 

continuous throughout the interval. 
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A particularly useful feature of the B-spline representation that we use is 

that the boundary conditions that we wish to impose upon the wave functions are 

directly incorporated into the basis-spline set. For example. if the wave function is 

required to be an even function upon reflection through x ow O. then we can choose 

the B-spline at the boundary x .. 0 to have a vanishing first. third. etc.. derivative. 

This insures that the pp representation of the wave function will obey the desired 

boundary condition. The use of higher than first derivative information in 

determining the form of boundary splines is one way in which we have modified 

the existing spline methodology. Typically. functions may be required to be even. 

odd. or periodic at boundaries. In some cases, the value of the wave function is 

very small near the boundary. The choice of boundary conditions is then arbitrary. 

given the localized nature of the splines. 

Once we have a set of B-splines we need only a method for determining the 

time-dependent coefficients l/Jk in the expansion of the wave function. To do this 

we choose a set of S collocation points. taken as the centerpoints of the subintervals. 

and require that the wave function l/J satisfy Eq. (I) identically at these points. We 

label these points as xo:' Q( - J. .. .• S and use the abbreviation 1/10: .. I/I(xo: .t). These 

points define a collocation grid and we refer to the 1/10: as the collocation 

representation of I/I(x.t). Given the solution of Eq. (I) at these S points we then 

construct the spline (interpolated) representation of the wave function over the 

whole interval. or at as many points as we need to perform. for example. an 

integral. If the wave function is well-approximated by pp of order N in the 

subintervals then the interpolated wave function will be quite accurate. 

The relationship of the coefficients I/Ik to the values of 1/1 at the collocation 

points is neatly expressed by defining a matrix. B. and its inverse. with the 

elements 
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(6) 

The various nice properties of the B-splines alluded to above insure that B is well-

conditioned and easily invertable. In matrix notation the relationship of 1/10: and 1/Ik 

is expressed as 

1/10: = Bo:k I/Ik 

1/Ik = Bko: 1/10: 
(7) 

B thus acts as a metric in the collocation space. This convenient notation is due to 

Bottcher and Strayer.15 The vector 1/10: is the solution of 

I."" + V ." 2 Y'o: 0: Y'o. (8) 

where V 0: == V(xo:) (local operators. such as the potential in the IDMF equations. 

are diagonal operators in the collocation representation). We need the second 

derivative of the wave function at the collocation points and for this we can use 

the B-spline representation of the wave function 

.,," B" ."k B" BktJ." Y' 0." o:k Y' - o:k Y' {1 (9) 

We can thus define a kinetic energy matrix To:{1 by 

T_{1 - - 1 B" BktJ ~ 2: o:k (10) 

The wave function in the collocation representation then satisfies 
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(11) 

Le .• a non-sparse matrix equation. It is notable. however. that the dense matrix 

T ee/3 is time independent. This property will be very useful when we consider the 

time evolution of the wave functions. 

If the S subintervals are all of equal width then the collocation points lie on 

a uniformly spaced grid. T eep is then a symmetric matrix and Eq. (II) is hermitian. 

In the rest of this dissertation we will only consider this case. There are several 

options open to one if non-uniform interval spacing (Le.. a non-uniform grid of 

collocation points) is preferred (as indeed it should be in many cases where there is 

more than one physical scale in a problem). The most appealing of these is to map 

the non-uniform problem onto a uniform grid and recover a hermitian form with a 

resulting distortion of the potential. This is only a technical complication and we 

have chosen to forego it in these first studies. 

handling non-uniform grids in Appendix C. 

role in future studies. 

We provide the necessary details for 

We expect that it will play a large 

We close this section by noting the ease with which we can calculate the 

basis-spline interpolated values of the wave function at points other than the 

collocation points. If we want to know the values of !/l at a set of points xp. we 

simply form the product 

(12) 

where again !/lee refers to the solution of Eq. (11) and Bpk refers to the values of the 

B-splines at the desired interpolation points. 
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To review. we see that by solving a collocation equation. Eq. (11). we can 

construct a piece-wise polynomial approximation of the wave function that satisfies 

Eq. (1). This polynomial representation can be used to construct accurate space 

derivatives and integrals with a grid of collocation points that is sparser than would 

be needed for a standard finite difference treatment. The method also allows great 

flexibility in imposing boundary conditions and. although we make no explicit use 

of it in this dissertation. in using a non-uniformly spaced grid. The localized 

nature of the B-splines means that numerical errors from. for example. incorrect 

boundary conditions at one end of an interval. do not easily propagate to other 

parts of the collocation grid. 

3.2. Imposition of Initial and Boundary Conditions 

As in Chapter Two. we again want to consider a proton normally incident 

upon a jellium slab of width 0 in the z direction. Formally the slab extends to 

infinity in the x and y directions. This. however. leads to a continuous band of 

occupied energy states containing an infinite number of electrons. To truncate the 

number of electrons that we have to treat explicitly in our simulation at a finite 

number. we impose periodic boundary conditions along the x and y directions. 

That is. we picture the simulation as occurring inside of a box of dimension 

Lz x Lx x Ly . The slab sits at the center of the box and the proton travels along 

the centerline (the z axis). We denote the distance from the centerline to a side 

along the x or y axis by L. The electron wave functions must then be periodic 

with a period of 2L in the transverse directions. 

In the 10 model of Chapter Two. periodic boundary conditions were merely 

a formal device for carrying out integrals (the period 2L always canceled out of all 

physical quantities leaving them in the form "quantity/unit surface area"). With a 

three-dimension (3D) potential. this periodicity quantizes the continuum of transverse 
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states leading to a level spacing of order IlL. The effect of this finite spacing 

should be small if IlL is sufficiently small. All of the physical quantities that 

interest us (e.g .• charge capture by the proton. the forces on the proton due to the 

electrons. etc.) will show convergence as L is made larger. since the interaction of 

the proton with the jellium electrons is shielded. with a characteristic shielding 

distance on the order of the Thomas-Fermi screening length (a few angstroms in 

metals). 

There are two views open to one on the use of periodic boundary 

conditions. One is that they are incorrect (although for the initial condition only to 

the extent that the continuum is discretized) but that the electrons near the 

boundary. if they are sufficiently far from the proton. will have no effect upon any 

quantities of interest. given the shielded nature of the proton-jellium interaction. 

The second view is to regard the computational box that we use as just one of an 

infinite set of such boxes. all with a proton travelling down their centerline. This 

difference may seem purely theological. since both views converge as the box 

dimensions are made larger. but it does effect the handling of other boundary 

conditions and reflects on the extent to which we attempt to make our calculation 

self-consistent. When solving the Poisson equation for the Hartree potential due to 

the disturbance in the electron gas caused by the passage of the proton. should we 

take into account the periodicity of the wave functions and impose this as well 

upon the potential? Since the potential is more sensitive to inaccuracies at the 

boundary, we adopt the view that periodic boundary conditions are only a 

computational convenience for calculating the wave functions and we use the 

correct Direchlet boundary conditions when calculating the potential. This scheme. 

though slightly inconsistent. allows faster convergence of the physical quantities that 

interest us as the box size is increased. 
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The initial electron states will have the form 

(13) 

where CPm is the solution to the I D model outlined in Chapter Two. and 17k denotes 

an eigenfunction. with eigenvalue Tk' of the kinetic energy operator along a 

particular axis 

(14) 

The total kinetic energy operator is just the sum of the three orthogonal operators 

along the x. y and z axis. Since we want to study the case of a proton incident 

normally upon the slab. the initial rotational symmetry about the proton trajectory 

(along the z axis) will remain unbroken during the simulation. This allows us to 

classify the states in x and y directions according to their parity with respect to the 

x-z or y-z planes. It is then possible to solve the TDMF equations in only one

quarter of the box (say 0 ~ x.y ~ L; - Lr./2 ~ z ~ Lr./2) and construct the full 

solution by reflections through the x-z and y-z planes. As detailed in Appendix B. 

we must construct and store separate matrices TQtJ for the even and odd boundary 

conditions. Also. wave functions that initially obey the relation 

(15) 

will continue to obey it. allowing us to time evolve only t/ll and construct t/lz 

according to Eq. (15). We can. in addition. take advantage of the spin symmetry in 

the unpolarized model and time evolve only one type of spin state. Added all 

together these symmetries mean that we have to explicitly propagate only about 30% 

of the occupied electron states in the box. The rest may be constructed via 
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reflection or spin symmetry. This brings the number of TDMF states that we must 

propagate down to the order of one hundred. a large but manageable number. 

It should be obvious. however. that we are using a 30 computational box to 

solve what is. due to the rotational symmetry about the z axis. essentially a two

dimensional (20) problem. There are two reasons for this: First. there is no 20 

analogue of periodic boundary conditions which are particularly simple to 

implement. Second. the program development time spent on a 20 and a 30 

simulation package would be almost the same (several "physicist-years") but the 20 

package would have very limited applicability. Since physics and not programming 

is our main interest. we have chosen to spend the necessary program-development 

time on building a 30 simulation package. The case of normal incidence serves as 

an important. and computationally somewhat less complex. test case. As 

supercomputer clock speeds continue to improve and parallel-processing machines 

become readily available. this package will handle more general 30 simulations with 

no essential modifications. 

3.3. Time Evolution 

We are ready now to address the question of how we time evolve the 

TDMF wave functions. Propagation of the wave functions easily consumes 95% of 

the time required to carry out our TDMF simulation and so commands the greatest 

effort at optimization (this percentage may be lower when the number of wave 

functions being evolved is small). Simply put. in a simulation code consisting of 

thousands of lines and many tens of subroutines. 95% of the computation time is 

spent on less than 100 lines that govern the time evolution. 

We solve the collocation equation. Eq. (ll). for the wave function at 

successive times separated by the short time interval At. This is accomplished by 

applying the time-evolution operator to the wave function at one time step to obtain 
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the wave function at the next step. The evolution operator for the one-particle 

Schrodinger-type equation is 

(16) 

where T[ ] denotes the Dyson time-ordered product. We can approximate this 

operator by evaluating h(t') at the midpoint of the interval t.t+At. taking it out of 

the integral (Simpson's rule) and ignoring the time ordering. The evolution operator 

is then correct through 19-(At)2. the error being 19-(At)3. The wave functions are 

thus evolved via 

l/I(t+At) - e-ihAt I/I(t) • (17) 

where fi is evaluated at t+At/2. There is the added complication that fi depends 

upon the wave functions through the density operator. We solve this problem by 

extrapolating the density at time t to the time t+At/2 by fifth- order Lagrange 

extrapolation. The density at the "half-time step" is then used to construct the self

consistent potential to be used in the evolution. The use of fifth-order extrapolation 

(which requires storing the density at three previous time steps) insures that the 

errors in the propagation remain of third-order in At. The value of At chosen is 

checked by running selected simulations over with a time step of At/2 and 

verifying that our results do not change appreciably. 

The time-evolution operator in Eq. (17) retains many of the nice properties 

of the full time-evolution operator. namely it is unitary (if h is represented by a 
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symmetric matrix) and evaluates to unity when At goes to zero. These properties 

ensure that the conservation principles discussed in Chapter One (conservation of 

the norm. preservation of the orthonormality of the wave functions. etc.) will hold 

throughout the simulation. Actually applying the evolution operator in a 

straightforward manner is impractical. since h is represented by a non-sparse 

matrix. The number of collocation points in even a modest box numbers 

approximately 24.000. making storage or application of the exponential of such a 

matrix prohibitive. In previous TDMF applications in nuclear and atomic physics 

this problem has been handled in one of two ways. We briefly discuss them 

before outlining our own solution. 

The exponential in Eq. (17) may be expanded in a power series and applied 

term by term to the wave function as in 

(18) 

The number of terms that are used in the expansion. n. is controlled by the 

requirement that (kAt)" /nl < 1. where k is the highest eigenvalue of the matrix 

representation of h. Effectively k is the highest eigenvalue of TQ,B so k oc (I/Ax)2 

where Ax is the smallest collocation grid spacing. Thus the number of times. n. 

that we must apply h to the wave function (i.e.. carry out a non-sparse matrix 

multiplication which requires the order of Nx Ny Nz(Nx +Ny +Nz) operations where Nj • 

etc.. are the number of grid points in the ith direction) is controlled not by the 

physics of the problem but by the way in which we discretize it. This is 

characteristic of explicit evolution operators. Typically. n may need to be eight or 

more to obtain convergence of the exponential with a reasonable time step. 
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As an alternative. one may use the Crank-Nicholson approximation to the 

exponential56 which is the [1.1] Pade approximate 

e-ihAt ~ l-ihDot/2 
l+ihat/2 

(19) 

This representation is unitary. stable for any time step Dot (the high eigenvalues 

effectively "cancel out" in the numerator and denominator). and approximates the 

exponential with an error of &(at)3. but it involves the inversion of h (actually 

l+ihDot/2). This inversion is not feasible with a general 3D hamiltonian and 

requires that h be decomposed into non-commuting pieces which are then inverted 

separately. This decomposition results in the evolution operator being only 

approximately unitary (of &(at)2). and hence the orthonormality of the wave 

functions must be carefully monitored. The inversion process is not efficiently 

carried out on a vector-processing supercomputer such as the Cray-2 (the inversion 

being an iterative process). The decomposition into non-commuting pieces also results 

in the raising of the error involved to & (Dot)2 . Nonetheless. once h has been 

inverted. it is only necessary to apply h to I/J twice. considerably cheaper than the 

explicit expansion of the exponential. Moreover. one should not make too much of 

the limitations that we have listed. None of them are serious and indeed the great 

majority of TDMF calculations carried out to date have used this method. 

We have developed. and used for the first time in a realistic calculation. a 

different approximation for the evolution operator. one that combines the exact 

unitarity of exponential with the low cost and stability of the Crank-Nicholson 

method. We are aware of one previous application of a propagator of this type to 

a model lattice Hamiltonian.78 Our approximation is based upon the observation 

that if we decompose hasT + V then the sequence of operators 
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e-iV 6.t/2 e-iT 6.t e-iV 6.t/2 (20) 

approximates Eq. (17) with an error of 19(At)3. (Recall that Eq. (17) approximates 

Eq. (16) to the same order.) This operator is unitary. unconditionally stable (since 

the modulus is limited by I. there is no sensitivity to high eigenvalues) and involves 

only two non-sparse matrix multiplications per application. We apply this OS 

propagator in the following way. First the potential (which is diagonal in the 

position representation) is calculated. and the wave function 1P(t) is multiplied by the 

phase factor e-iV 6.t/2 at a cost of approximately Nx Ny Nz operations. We apply the 

kinetic energy piece of the OS propagator by inserting a complete set of (time 

independent) eigenstates of the operator T. which we have previously calculated and 

stored. The result is 

e-iT6.t 11#) .. L e-iTk 6.t (11k 11#) l11k) 

k 

(21) 

where the index k is a shorthand notation for indices that range over all of the 

eigenvalues of the kinetic energy operators along the three orthogonal directions x. 

y, and z. This amounts to using a Fourier transform and the cost involved in 

transforming to k-space and back to position space is the two non-sparse matrix 

multiplications mentioned above. Finally. the last phase factor due to the potential 

is applied and the propagation for the time step At is complete. All of the 

operations involved can be efficiently vectorized by the Cray-2 and similar 

machines. 

By way of comparison. a simulation was run with a time step of 0.1 au and 

an explicit propagator. At this time step. n was between 8 and 13 to achieve 
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convergence at various times during the simulation. The as propagator gave the 

same results with a time step of 0.2 au (which is well-suited to the physics of the 

process being simulated) making this method between 8 and 13 times cheaper. 

3.4. Summary 

We have in this chapter described the essential features of a 3D simulation 

code with which we may carry out realistic ion-surface TDMF calculations in a 

manageable amount of computer time (the order of a few Cray-2 hours per 

simulation run). Central to the success of this effort is the use of state-of-the-art 

numerical methods (the basis-spline collocation method) and the development of a 

new (to realistic numerical calculations) method for applying the time-evolution 

operator. Though we have not made use of it in the work that we report upon in 

the next chapter. we have also described. in an appendix. a scheme for using non

uniform collocation grids within the basis-spline method. We expect that most of 

our future work will involve such non-uniform grids. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

TIME-DEPENDENT MEAN FIELD THEORY: 
APPLICATION TO PROTON-METAL INTERACTIONS 

In the preceeding chapters we have described the theoretical and 

computational foundations of a package of three-dimensional (3D) TDMF simulation 

programs that we have developed. In this chapter we will describe the first 

application of this package to the passage of energetic protons through a thin metal 

foil. We will also describe some of the short- and long-term projects that we 

expect to undertake with this package. 

4.0. Introduction 

The simulation package that we have written consists of three main parts: A 

set of programs that construct the jellium ground state discussed in Chapter Two. a 

library of subroutines which implement the basis spline collocation method (define 

the basis splines. calculate and store kinetic energy matrices. etc.). and a set of 

programs that initialize and propagate the 3D single particle wave functions. 

Included in this last part are subroutines for performing diagnostics on both the 

numerics of the simulation (by tracking various parameters. such as the total 

number of particles. which should be conserved) and on the wave functions 

themselves (e.g .• projections onto basis states. calculation of excitation energies. etc.). 

Though this package is not quite yet a "black box" (in the sense that one need 

know nothing of its inner workings to use it) substantial portions of it remain 

unmodified when changing physical applications. In particular the spline library is 

integrated into the package in such a way that a user need not have any knowledge 

of basis splines in order to make efficient use of it. 
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The passage of an energetic charged particle through an electron gas as a 

model for the conduction band contribution to the response of a metal to a fast 

charged particle has formed the paradigm for calculations within the usual linear 

response (LR) framework. Beginning with its formulation by Lindhard. Pines and 

others7.44.45 in the 1 950s. LR has remained the most ubiquitous of methods for 

doing many-body perturbation theory. Though it is a first-order theory corrections 

to LR have proven to be quite difficult to calculate and so it has remained the 

"state of the art" for many types of energetic charged particle-metal interactions. I09 

This is especially so when the time scale of the interaction precludes the use of 

adiabatic approximations. Since TDMF is designed ,to deal with interactions of 

arbitrary strength with no restrictions upon the time scale of the interaction. it 

seems evident that an investigation of the response of the electron gas to an 

energetic proton is an appropriate first application of our TDMF simulation package. 

This allows us to at once gain new knowledge of a system which has been studied 

theoretically for over 30 years and to assess the currently most popular 

approximation for calculations of this type. 

In what follows we describe the calculation that we have carried out. We 

have chosen to present results from four simulation runs where protons ranging in 

energy from 1.5 to 400 ke V passed through a thin slab of jellium that has a 

density quite close to that of sodium (rs - 4 au). The velocity of the proton varies 

from one-half to eight times the Fermi velocity of the metal. We are thus able to 

study the response of the jellium to probes that travel both more slowly and much 

faster than the characteristic response time of the material. We describe each of 

the four simulation runs in some detail. The bulk of our presentation centers 

around the time-dependent electron density in the metal. This allows us to get 

some direct feeling for the response of the sodium electrons to the proton. Since 
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we use a thin foil geometry we can discern both surface and bulk effects in the 

induced electron density. In particular the interaction of the rear surface of the 

foil with those electrons which travel along with the proton will be crucial in 

determining wether the proton is neutralized upon leaving the foil. 

The induced electron density around the proton as it travels through the foil 

reveals interesting regularities. In particular. we find electrons travelling behind it 

in a manner reminiscent of the "wake-riding" electrons which have long been 

discussed in the literature. Our results should not. however. be taken as 

vindication of any of the various "wake-bound electron" predictions that ha.ve 

appeared over the past 15 years. 102- IOS,27 These electrons do not appear to be very 

tightly bound to the proton (it shakes them off as it leaves the foil) and the 

structure of the induced density in the wake of the proton differs greatly from any 

of the predictions made about it. We simply note that electrons do travel in the 

wake of the proton and adopt the obvious adjective "wake-riding" to describe them. 

We will then consider the self-consistent screening potential that develops 

around the proton as it travels through the foil. We have also calculated the 

stopping power (the force on the proton) for each velocity and find. not 

surprisingly. that it is position dependent. At high velocity we find definite surface 

and bulk contributions to the stopping power. At lower velocity the effect of the 

surface persists long after the proton enters the solid. 

We have also carried out a comparison of our results with the best available 

LR calculation using the full random-phase-approximation (RPA) dielectric function 

for the electron gas model. 106 Our results. which we present shortly. can be stated 

quite succinctly: LR does not seem to be a valid approximation for treating this 

physical system. Our calculated results for the time-dependent electron density and 

screening potential differ in many qualitative and quantitative ways. The reason 
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for this lies not in any of the details of the implementation of the LR 

approximation; a better dielectric function can not make up for the essential fact 

that the sodium conduction electrons form a strongly coupled Coulomb gas (or 

Coulomb liquid - the designation appears to be a matter of personnal taste in the 

literature 106). The response of this system to a point charge simply is not linear. 

This might well have been expected since LR was already known to fail in the 

static limit of this problem (i.e.. the screening of an impurity I07). Nevertheless. 

ours is the first calculation which permits such an assesment of the linear response 

approximation over a wide range of proton velocities. 

We end by discussing some of the other applications that we plan for our 

simulation package. In addition to an expanded study of the present problem 

(including metals of both higher and lower density) we plan to study the response 

of the conduction band to the creation of an unshielded charge. This will serve as 

a model for the dynamical screening of a "core hole." the name given to the 

potential created in a metal when an energetic photon removes a core electron from 

one of the lattice ions. By adding atoms at various positions near the front surface 

of our jellium slab we can study surface scattering. sputtering. and the ionization of 

electrons from an atom adsorbed on a simple metal surface. 

4.1. The Passage of Energetic Protons Through Thin Foils 

We have used a thin slab of jellium with an electron density closely 

approximating that of the sodium conduction band (rs = 4 au) to study the passage 

of energetic protons through thin metallic foils. Figure 4.1 shows the initial state of 

our slab which has a thickness of 20 au. The surfaces of the foil are located at 

±IO au. The electron density in this figure. as in all the figures in this chapter. 

has been normalized to the density of the positive background charge. We display 
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the density in the x-z plane only; it is rotationally symmetric about the z axis. 

Periodic boundary conditions are imposed at the edges of a box with x-y-z 

dimensions of 40x40x60 au. The jellium slab sits at the center of this box. There 

are 118 occupied electron states in the slab. 35 of which we must propagate; the 

others are constructed via spin and spatial symmetries. Since the proton is 

normally incident upon the foil we need evolve the wave functions in only one 

quarter of the box. 

The propagation of these wave functions on a grid of 24.000 points requires 

a little more than 700 million floating point operations per timestep. This is 

accomplished in just over six seconds per step on a Cray-2 supercomputer at the 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation 

Laboratory located at the Ames Research Center in Moffett Field. CA. This is a 

performance of about 110 Mflops (million floating point operations) which is one 

half of the maximum performance obtainable on a single Cray-2 processor when 

running specialized demonstration programs. This performance is extremely 

gratifying given that our program is not specialized in nature and it reflects a 

considerable effort at optimization. We expect that this level of performance can 

be readily improved by the use of several processors in paril1lel. TDMF is 

especially well-suited to parallel processing since all of the mean-field wave 

functions are propagated in a common self-consistent potential. 

Each simulation begins with a proton at a distance of at least 25 au from 

the jellium foil. The proton travels at a constant. prescribed velocity along the z 

axis until it has passed completely through the foil. The use of a constant velocity 

trajectory is justified by the large proton kinetic energy. '" 1.5 keY for the slowest 

run. The total norm of the wave functions is monitored throughout the simulation 

run. In all cases it remained constant to within the numerical precision of the 
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computer. We monitor the timestep size in two ways: We have rerun selected 

simulations with the timestep halved and checked that none of our results changed 

(including bound state projections which are quite sensitive). We also monitor the 

self-consistency of the mean-field potential and wave functions. verifying that the 

potential used for propagation at a given timestep is consistent with the time

dependent wave functions used to construct the potential. This self-consistency can 

break down if the timestep is too large. For the lowest velocity simulation we used 

a timestep of 0.2 au. At higher velocities the timestep was scaled down to insure 

that the proton moved smoothly across the grid. 

The box size. 40 au in the lateral direction. is large enough to encompass 

the main features of the jellium's response to the proton. as we shall show. Of 

course the finite box size does mean that disturbances in the electron density that 

travel outward from the proton eventually hit the sides of the box and are reflected 

back towards the middle. These reflections are. however. incoherent and result 

only in a slight "heating" of the electron gas, i.e.. the energy contained in the 

disturbane is well distributed amongst all of the electrons in the box shortly after it 

hits the side of the box. No large amplitude reflections from the sides of the box 

were observed and none of the individual electrons was excited by more than 15% 

out of its initial state -- indicating that the electrons are delocalized relative to the 

disturbance created by the proton. The thickness of the slab, 20 au, is not large by 

experimental standards but it is large enough to distinguish between surface and 

bulk effects. That is to say, we were able to observe dynamically stable structures 

in the jellium during the time that the proton was in the slab. This would not 

have been the case if our simulations were dominated by surface effects. 

The collocation grid that we use has a constant spacing of 1.0 au. This is 

quite adequate to describe the initial state of the jellium and gave consistent results 
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for all of the proton velocities that we examined. By using the piecewise 

polynomial representation of the wave functions. obtained from the collocation 

solutions. we were able to construct accurate wave functions for the purposes of 

integration and differentiation as discussed in Chapter Three. We regard this 

constant spacing of the collocation grid (which forces us to compromise between 

atomic and solid-state distance scales) as inefficient and have outlined. in Appendix 

C. a scheme for using non-uniform collocation grids. The use of such grids is an 

additional complication. one that has never been employed in any previous TDMF 

work. and we have chosen to forgo it in these initial studies. We expect non

uniform grids to find application in all of our future work. now that we are 

confident that our various other numerical innovations are trouble-free. 

We turn now to a description of our results. We will begin by describing 

in some detail the time-dependent induced electron density in the metal foil. 

Graphs of the induced density afford us the most direct means of gaining quick 

intuitions about how the solid responds to a time-dependent potential. These 

intuitions must. for the most part. take the place of detailed quantitative analysis 

since we lack at present any generally applicable theories for describing nonlinear 

time-dependent quantum many-body systems. Developing a feel for how time

dependent processes actually "look" as they unfold is hopefully a step towards 

developing such theories. 

Our characterizations will be informal; we describe the regular structures 

that we see in the density and for brevity we often refer to the particle density as 

"the electrons at ... " rather than using the more precise "the probability of finding 

an electron at .... " We want to caution the reader that these density plots should 

not be overemphasized. In particular they seem most often to stimulate 

hydrodynamic descriptions from physicists who view them. The reader should bear 
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in mind. however. that TDMF is a fully quantum-mechanical theory in the sense 

that the exclusion principle. the importance of phase information and the uncertainty 

principle are all operative. A hydrodynamic treatment would lack these elements.83 

Of course quantum systems may respond in hydrodynamic fashion; we only point 

out that they need not. 

The Fermi velocity in the slab is approximately 0.5 au. We ran simulations 

with proton velocities of 0.25. 0.5. 1.0 and 4.0 au. This spans an energy range 

from ",1.5 to 400 keY. 

4.1.1. v - 1/2 vFermi 

Figures 4.2(a) and (b) illustrate the passage of a 1.5 keY proton through a 

sodium foil. The surfaces of the foil are located at z .. ± 1 0 au. The proton travels 

in the direction of increasing z. from left to right. We have plotted the induced 

electron density (DRHO). i.e.. the time-dependent density minus the static density 

shown in Figure 4.1. The electron density is normalized to the positive backround 

density and the proton position is indicated on each frame. The eight frames 

displayed are illustrative of the results obtained for this run. Our analysis is based 

upon these and numerous other graphs for which we do not have space. 

The proton's velocity is approximately one-half of the Fermi velocity in the 

metal. In the first frame the proton is 2.0 au outside of the jellium edge (Z -

-12.0). The induced density consists of two well-defined structures: Electrons that 

have left the surface form a "spike" which is actually centered slightly behind the 

proton. The motion of the proton can excite an electron over the surface barrier; 

we find measurable induced density near the proton when it is still eight to ten 

atomic units outside of the surface. An induced density localized on the surface 

and a deficient area behind the surface are also seen. This surface density is 
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analogous to the static screening density responsible for the image force on a very 

slow-moving charge far from the surface. 

As the proton enters the solid the induced density continues to display two 

well-defined structures. A group of electrons travel in the wake of the proton and 

a group travel slightly ahead in a "bow wave. " Ahead of the bow wave 

spherically spreading waves are clearly visable. As the proton moves through the 

foil density oscillates between the spike behind the proton and the bow wave. This 

oscillation is set up when the proton passes through the front surface of the foil 

(compare the second. third and fourth frames) and persists while the proton is in 

the solid. Such an oscillation would not be present in an idealized infinite solid 

calculation. In Figure 4.6(a) we show a cross-section of the induced density along 

the z axis when the proton is at the middle of the slab (Z-O). The trailing spike of 

density peaks about 0.75 au behind the proton while the bow wave has its 

maximum about 3.5 au in front. 

In the last three frames of Figure 4.2(b) the proton approaches and passes 

through the back side of the foil. The bow wave reflects off of the surface barrier 

and coaleces with the trailing density spike ("reflects" may be too strong a 

description here; the bow wave at least dissapates its forward momentum at the 

rear surface). As the proton passes out of the foil some density is captured by the 

proton and carried away from the foil. Detailed examination of the density during 

the proton's exit reveals that there is a significant amount of oscillation of charge 

back and forth between the surface and the proton before the proton leaves the 

surface region. At later times the proton is seen receding from the surface with a 

tight distribution of electron density around it and the solid is left in an excited 

state. The amount of electron density carried off with the proton is quite small 

and integrates to a total of much less than one electron. indicating that the 
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nuetralization probability is low at this velocity. Although we are confident that 

the neutralization probability is low - of the order of one percent or less - we can 

not quote an accurate number with our present grid spacing when the probability is 

so low (by way of comparison, a I s state would peak at a value of about 85 on 

Figure 4.2). 

4.1.2. v - vFermi 

In Figure 4.3(a) and (b) the proton velocity has been raised to that of the 

Fermi velocity in the metal (v ... 0.5, a proton energy of ",6 keY). The same 

features that were evident in the v - 1/2 vFermi case are again present. As the 

proton approaches the surface, there is some probability that an electron can leave 

the surface and travel in the wake of the proton. The induced surface density is 

somewhat less than in the lower velocity case, presumedly due to the smaller 

amount of time that it has to build up. As the proton proceeds through the foil a. 

peak due to wake-riding electrons travels about 1.0 au behind and a bow wave 

made up of forward scattered electrons travels ahead. The bow wave has its peak 

about 2.5 au in front of the proton and again faint ripples can be seen emminating 

ahead of the main structure. There is very little exchange of charge between the 

bow and the wake since the proton is travelling at the Fermi velocity. 

The manner in which the proton aquires the electron density that it carries 

asymptotically is quite different from the lower velocity case. Instead of stopping or 

reflecting at the back surface of the slab the density in the bow wake moves for 

the most part unperturbed over the surface barrier and out of the solid. The 

trailing wake-riding electrons are stopped and reflected for the most part at the 

back surface. The proton catches up to the decelerating bow-wake density and 

carries it off asymptotically. There is no sign of oscillation of charge from the 

proton to the surface and back as the proton leaves the surface region. The proton 
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again carries off relatively little density. This is density that it has "pushed" out 

of the surface and captured whereas in the lower velocity case the proton pulled 

some of the electron density that had piled up on the back surface out of the solid. 

4.1.3. v - 2vFermi 

When the proton velocity is increased to twice that of the electrons at the 

Fermi surface. the solid's reaction begin to be dominated by the difference in time 

scales between the proton and the electrons. As shown Figure 4.4(a) and (b). the 

wake-riding electrons are distributed in a broad dynamic screening density that 

peaks '" 1.5 au behind the proton and shows almost no dispersion as it moves 

through the solid. The bow wave is quite small and peaks about 1.5 au in front of 

the proton. A cross-section of the induced density is shown in Figure 4.6(b). By 

comparison with the lower velocity case in Figure 4.6(a) it looks much broader 

behind the proton and much tighter in front. It is notable that the peaks of the 

induced densities are quite comparable. 

Again the proton carries off mostly the bow wave electron density that is 

pushed out ahead of it when it leaves the foil. The large dorsal fin structure is 

almost entirely dissipated at the back surface of the slab. At velocities greater than 

the Fermi velocity the wake-riding electrons seem to be shaken off as the proton 

leaves the foil. 

4.1.4. v - 8vFermi 

Figure 4.5(a) and (b) show a very energetic proton passing through the 

jellium foil (note the change in scale on this figure from the previous three figures). 

The velocity is now approximately eight times the Fermi velocity. the proton having 

a translational energy of just under 400 keY. The induced density is now 

concentrated almost totally behind the proton. The time scale of the proton is so 
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much faster than that of the electrons that the localized excitation on the front 

surface that the proton causes as it enters the foil can be seen to persist as the 

highest induced density until just before the proton exits the foil. The electron

electron interaction is largely irrelevent at this energy; the jellium seems to respond 

essentially as a gas of non-interacting particles that began in the jellium ground

state distribution. We have confirmed this notion by re-running this simulation 

with the electron-electron interaction turned off. No changes in the induced density 

where evident. 

Among the other features of note in this run is the narrowing of the 

induced density to a region tightly concentrated around the proton's trajectory. The 

inevitable spreading of this structure occurs long after the proton has left the solid. 

The induced density seems to trace out. over time. the shape of the ground state 

density of the foil. This suggests another way of viewing the proton's wake. In 

its rest frame the proton sees a continual stream of electrons heading in the 

negative z direction all with more or less the same velocity (recall that the proton's 

velocity is much greater than the initial spread in electron velocities in the slab). 

These electrons are deflected by the proton's charge. which is essentially unshielded. 

into the region directly behind the proton. The induced "wake" is then an (elastic) 

scattering resonance due to the crossing of all of the electron trajectories along the z 

axis behind the proton. This also suggests that for this unshielded case the induced 

density will decrease only very slowly behind the proton. 

4.2. The Dynamical Screening of the Proton 

As the proton enters the foil the electron density that is drawn to it tends to 

shield the proton reducing the electron-proton interaction at long distances. This 

notion is based upon the static result of Almbladh. et. al. I07 that a proton 

introduced as an impurity into an initially homogeneous electron gas of metallic 
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density will form a stable H- ion for rs greater than about 2.0. This self-consistent 

result is to be expected since the I s state lies below the bottom of the conduction 

band. These authors found that the self-consistent ground state potential could be 

fit quite well to an exponentially screened Coulomb potential with a screening 

length of about 0.65 au at all metallic densities. At very high proton velocity we 

do not expect that the electrons will be able to respond to the swift-moving proton 

and provide any shielding. Our results also show that the proton-electron 

interaction is shielded but the situation is made more complicated by the proton's 

velocity. In Figure 4.7(a) the time-dependent potential felt by the electrons is 

shown for our lowest and highest velocity simulations at the point in time when the 

proton has reached the middle of the foil. The static potential well of the ground 

state jellium distribution has been subtracted out of this potential (the singularity in 

the Coulomb potential is also cut off by our finite grid spacing). The high velocity 

case is essentially unscreened as expected. The low velocity case shows some 

assymmetry. due to the proton's trajectory. but can be reasonably fit by an 

exponentially screened Coulomb potential. The screening length is. however. much 

larger than the static case - about 3.6 au. 

As the proton's velocity rises above the Fermi velocity the electrons that are 

drawn to the proton lag behind it. In Figure 4.7(b) the potential for the v -

2vPermi simulation is shown. In this case the electrons actually overscreen the 

proton charge in the proton wake. This shape is quite stable as the proton moves 

through the central portion of the slab. 

4.3. Stopping Power 

The rate at which a charged particle deposits energy in a solid is of 

continuing interest in physics. We have calculated the energy loss per unit distance 

travelled in the jellium foil by evaluating the force on the proton due to the 
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inhomogeneous electron distribution 

dE I (Z-z') nCr') d3r' - =- F =--
dz Z I r-r'1 3 (1) 

This force may be divided into two parts. the force due to the unperturbed ground 

state electron density shown in Figure 4.1 and the force due to the induced density 

shown in Figures 4.2 to 4.5. The static contribution is shown in Figure 4.8. It is 

symmetric with respect to the center of the slab and results in no net energy loss 

by the proton when it travels all of the way through the foil. Two examples of 

the induced force are shown in Figure 4.9. In the low velocity case (v = 1/2 

vFermi' Figure 4.9(a» the oscillation of charge between the regions just in front of 

and behind the proton results in an oscillatory force on the proton (two periods of 

this oscillation occur in the foil). (The small oscillations in the figure are due to 

the finite grid spacing.) This is a surface effect (Le .• the oscillation is set up when 

the proton passes through the front surface of the slab); it persists long after the 

proton has entered the solid. It is difficult to say wether this oscillation would be 

damped eventually if our foil were larger. The relative stabilty of the induced 

density around the proton implies that it is only weakly coupled to the rest of the 

solid. If damping occurs via energy transfer from the density around the proton to 

more extended excitations in the solid (e.g.. plasmons) then it may be that the 

oscillation is only very slowly damped. It may also be the case that quantum 

fluctuations not included in IDMF (e.g.. two-particle two-hole excitations) are a 

source of damping. As with all corrections to TDMF. it is quite difficult to make 

an estimate of the contribution of such processes. 

At higher velocities (v - vF' 2vF' and 8vF) the force on the proton is 

relatively constant after it has cleared the surface region. In Figure 4.8(b) we 

illustrate this for v "" 2vF' In general we find the time average of the stopping 
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power. given by averaging over the oscillations. rises as the velocity rises (from 

about 0.035 au at v ... 1/2 VF to about 0.075 au at 2 vF) until the velocity greatly 

exceeds vF' dropping to 0.0075 au at v = 8vF. Graphs of the stopping power for v 

.. 2vF and v .. 8vF look almost identical except for a difference in scale. 

4.4. Comparison of TDMF and Linear Response 

Mazarro. Echenique and Ritchie (hereafter MER) have treated the problem of 

a swift proton passing through an infinite jellium solid using the linear response 

approximation.27 Their use of the full random-phase-approximation (RPA) dielectric 

function makes this the most complete treatment of this problem within the LR 

framework to date. MER present data on both the induced density and induced 

potential over a wide range of jellium densities and velocities. As we stated at the 

beginning of this chapter we find many differences between our calculation and the 

results of MER. 

In LR theory the induced density and potential are related to the bare 

Coulomb potential of the proton by the dielectric function. This is equivalent to 

our statement in Chapter One that LR amounts to calculating the time-dependence 

of the one-body density matrix to first order in the time-dependent potential. LR 

is hence the analogue of first-order time-dependent perturbation theory for many

body systems.85 The underlying assumption of LR in the electron gas is that the 

proton is well-shielded from almost all of the electrons in the metal and therefor the 

response of the medium is small. Even when the proton is stationary this 

assumption has been found to be unjustified at any metallic density.I07 The 

density must be much higher than that found in any real metal in order for LR to 

be valid.51 

The MER results for the induced density show that in LR the peak of the 

induced density always sits on the proton and that the peak scales inversely with 
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the velocity when v is on the order of or greater than the Fermi velocity. Our 

results indicate that even for v ... 1/2 vF the induced density lags behind the proton. 

We also do not find any scaling in the peak of the induced density as the velocity 

is raised. MER also find oscillations in the induced density that extend far in front 

of and behind the proton. We find some oscillations in front of the proton (which 

draw in tighter to the proton as the velocity is raised) but the general structure of 

our induced density is completely different; it is dominated by the trailing density 

peak which is absent in LR. 

We also find that the induced potential in our calculation is essentially a 

screened Coulomb potential with a large screening length (",3.5 - 4.0 au) and the 

possibility. at higher velocities. for overscreening in the wake of the proton. MER 

again find persistent long-range oscillations on top of a much more heavily screened 

Coulomb potential (",1.5 au). They find no overscreening in the total induced 

potential at any velocity that they studied (a maximum of v - 4 au). 

On the question of stopping power. we find that our results are in general 

agreement with a number of different LR calculations.I09.IIO (Our results are 

generally somewhat below those of LR.) This is not surprising; the stopping power 

is a highly integrated quantity that averages over collisions of all impact parameters 

in a fairly unweighted fashion. Even LR calculations with widely varying 

assumptions about particle screening. the electron-electron interaction and the 

relative importance of single-particle and collective effects are generally found to be 

in reasonable agreement with each other. IIO This fact probably accounts in some 

measure for the continued popularity of the LR approximation. 

4.5. Summary and Some Conclusions 

We have detailed the results of four simulation runs with proton velocities 
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of v = 1/2 VF' VF' 2vF' and 8vF. The response of the jeIlium foil at the lower 

three velocities shows interesting regularities in its structure. We find a trailing 

density peak in the wake of the proton that broadens but does not greatly decrease 

as the velocity is raised. There is also a leading edge of electrons that travel ahead 

of the proton in a "bow wave." The trailing structure is broadened and shifted 

away from the proton as the velocity is raised while the bow wave is pulled in 

more tightly to the proton with increasing velocity. At the lowest velocity studied 

we found that the p~sage of the proton through the surface of the foil set up 

oscillations of charge between the wake and the bow wave. At higher velocities 

there were no apparent oscillations of this type. While the lowest velocity case 

showed the proton capturing charge from an excess of electrons piled up on the 

rear surface of the foil as it left the surface region. at higher velocities the proton 

shakes off the wake-riding density and captures for the most part the bow wave 

density which has been pushed out ahead of it. Though we do find electrons 

riding in the wake of the proton these electrons are apparently not a source for 

neutralization of the proton once the velocity is above vF. The wake-riding 

electrons. and the phenomenon of overscreening at higher velocities could both be 

influential in determining the structure of clusters of protons move through a 

solid. lOS 

Also of note is a possible result that we did not find. namely the capture of 

electrons into a 1 s hydrogenic state co-moving with the proton. This might be 

thought likely since the Is state is well below the sodium conduction band and 

would provide maximal screening of the proton (this is the case in the static 

calculation of Almbadt et a1.27 ) ; we find no evidence that protons moving faster 

than 1/2 VF can efficiently capture conduction band electrons into Is orbitals. 
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We do find that at v = 2vp and v = 8vp the electron-electron interaction is 

not important in determining the shape of the induced density near the proton. 

This was confirmed by re-running these two simulations with the electron-electron 

interaction turned off. The structure of the induced density near the proton did 

not change appreciably. In the v - 2vp run. the density farther from the proton 

was different of course. due to the lack of screening in these runs. This suggests 

that our results may be explainable in terms of the free-particle response of an 

electron gas to a (weakly) screened Coulomb potential. This idea is not foreign to 

LR - at higher velocities the LR answer is also dominated by the single-particle 

part of the medium's response. The failure of LR is rather simply a matter of the 

inherent non-linearity of the medium's response. 

4.6. Future Plans 

The demonstration that realistic TDMF simulations of the interactions of 

charged particles with simple metals are now feasible opens up a vast number of 

possible applications. Given the wide divergence of our results from linear 

response theory. which forms the basis for almost all time-dependent calculations on 

the electron gas model. a study of the various physical problems which have been 

treated via linear response seems in order. An understanding of the non-linear 

response of the electron gas would yield valuable insight into more difficult many

body systems. would help in assessing the electron gas as a model for various 

metals and would hopefully point to ways in which the model can be improved 

upon. An extension of our proton-foil study to different jellium densities and 

thicker slabs is planned for the near future. Also of interest is the problem of 

core-hole shielding and its effect upon x-ray spectra. This problem has recently 

been the subject of a careful LR treatment. 111 In all of the simulations that we 

plan. the inclusion of surface effects via the use of a foil geometry introduces 
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effects never before studied in any framework. 

The interaction of atoms with metals is also of great interest to us. When 

non-uniform collocation grids (described in Appendix C) are incorporated into our 

simulation package we will easily be able to study the interaction of single atoms 

with simple metals. This technique has proven to be quite fruitful in static self

consistent calculations.38 Placed near the surface of our foil a single atom can be 

used to study three problems of major interest: Scattering of an ion from a surface 

impurity or a surface atom (a generalization of our work reported in Chapter Two), 

the problem of sputtering of ions from the surface of a metal. and the response of 

atoms adsorbed on surfaces to intense laser fields. This last application offers a 

chance to study the influence of the dynamical shielding of the conduction band on 

the ionization rate of electrons from the adsorbed atom. It is made especially 

pertinent by the recent and continuing TDMF studies of the ionization of atoms in 

free space by intense laser fields.64 
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APPENDIX A 

A.O. Introduction 

In Chapter One we mentioned that the simplest way to include the motion 

of heavy particles. such as nuclei. in TDMF simulations of electronic systems was to 

add to the electronic Hamiltonian an explicitly time-dependent potential of the form 

V jon ... q .L 
ielectrons 

I R(t)-rj I (A. I) 

where R(t) is the nuclear position. The nuclear trajectory can be specified in a 

number of ways. ranging from the simple use of an assumed set of constant 

velocities (a trajectory composed of straight-line segments). to the use of a classical 

trajectory derived from an assumed (static) potential. The various approaches that 

lead to a parametrized trajectory R(t) come under the label "trajectory 

approximation" in the literature,12.73 These methods neglect feedback effects from 

the electronic wave functions to the nuclear trajectory and. therefore. do not 

conserve the total system energy or momentum .. 

In this appendix. we present a method89 for calculating nuclear trajectories 

by incorporating the effects of the electronic degrees of freedom directly into the 

equations of motion for the nuclear coordinates. This allows for a fully self-

consistent coupling between those particles that we treat quantally (electrons) and 

those that we treat classically (nuclei). The use of this classi-quantal coupling 

(CQC) scheme allows us to conserve the total system energy and momentum. This 

energy and momentum balance is important in many low-energy scattering situations 
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(Le.. the "diabatic" regime). and it is of course crucial in obtaining the correct 

adiabatic limit in any time-dependent simulation. 

In what follows. we first outline a derivation of the CQC equations that 

strongly emphasizes the connection between CQC and the action principle used in 

deriving both the time-dependent Schrooinger equation and the TDHF equations in 

Chapter One. We then give a brief account of a simple demonstration of the 

recovery of the adiabatic limit in a model atom-surface scattering calculation. This 

same model also allows a demonstration of CQC's importance in the diabatic regime. 

These results are a summary of those presented in papers by Schafer et al. 89 and 

Kwong.99 The interested reader will find many more details and a guide to some 

similar formulations of scattering problems in these papers. 

A.I. The CQC Equations 

Consider a system of A electrons with coordinates Tj and N nuclei with 

coordinates R j • The Hamiltonian for the electronic system may be written 

(A.2) 

j kj 

where Ve-n is the electron-nuclear interaction. The full Hamiltonian is given by 

N 
1 ~ 1 "2 

H - - 2 L M. VRj 
• 1 
I 

+ L V n-n (Rj.Rj ) + He 

i<j 

(A.3) 

The exact (N+A)-body SchrOdinger equation may be derived by extremizing the 

action 
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(A.4) 

As in Chapter One. we restrict the form of the wave functions used in the 

variation of the action as a way of generating self-consistent approximations to the 

full TDSE. In this case we restrict the nuclear wave functions to have the WKB 

form 

(A.S) 

where Sand 4> are the WKB-type phase and amplitude and I/J is the electronic wave 

function. which depends upon the initial nuclear coordinates. collectively. denoted as 

Ro' Carrying through the variation leads to a plethora of terms which are greatly 

simplified if we ignore terms proportional to the electron-to-nuclei mass ratio and 

enforce the usual WKB or eikenol condition that the variation of '114> is small 

compared to that of S. The result is a coupled set of Hamilton and SchrOdinger 

equations 

a at I/J - He I/J (A.6a) 

N 

M j R; .. -L VRj V n-n (Rj.Rj ) 

ji:j 

A 

-L (1/11 VRj Ve_n(rj.Rj)ll/J) (A.6b) 

The simultaneous solution of these equations gives both I/J and the classical 

coordinates as functions of time. The last term in Eq. (6b) is the CQC force on the 

nuclei due to the instantaneous distribution of the electrons. 
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An immediate consequence of the CQC equations is that for velocity-

independent potentials we may define the total energy of the system to be 

N 

~ot = - L 
-+ N 
p~ , 
2M. + L Vn-n 

I •• 
I<J 

(A.7) 

where He is the exact electronic Hamiltonian. This quantity is conserved. as may 

be seen by differentiating (7) and substituting (6a) and (6b). The total linear and 

angular momentum are similarly conserved. We can thus follow the exchange of 

energy and momentum between electronic and nuclear coordinates in a self-

consistent manner. 

As a practical matter. one may seek an alternative to the A-body 

Schrooinger equation in (6a). This is neatly accomplished by further restricting the 

electronic wave function to be a Slater determinant. thereby generating the TDHF 

equations. It can be shown that all of the conservation principles mentioned above 

still hold when the electronic wave functions evolve via either the TDHF or TDMF 

equations. 

There are a number of important and advantageous reasons for using the 

form in Eq. (5). A paramount one is that we recover the semiclassical Born-

Oppenheimer approximation in the adiabatic limit. Another is its direct transition 

to eikonal or other high-energy scattering limits. We illustrate the adiabatic case by 

considering an extremely simplified model of atom-surface scattering. 

A.2. Application: Hard-Wall Sca.ttering 

We consider the scattering of hydrogen and helium atoms by an infinite 

barrier. The barrier serves as a boundary condition for the electrons and as a 

perfect reflector of the classical nucleus. The barrier may be thought of as a crude 
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model of a simple metal surface. since the surface electrons present a short-ranged 

repulsive potential to the incoming electron via the Pauli exclusion principle and the 

heavily screened surface ions present a strong, short-ranged, repulsive potential to 

the atomic nucleus. Through its simplicity, the barrier model serves to cleanly 

illustrate the effects of CQC in an unambiguous manner. 

We have calculated the time evolution of the scattered atom starting with the 

atom in its ground state far from the barrier. which is located at the z ... 0 plane. 

The atom is boosted to an initial velocity vo, and the CQC equations (one 

SchrOdinger-type and one Hamilton equation) are solved on a discretized space grid 

for the electronic wave function ,pet) and the nuclear position R(t). In all cases. the 

total energy of the system remained constant. For simplicity. we consider the case 

of normal incidence. 

A typical trajectory is shown in Fig. A.I (a), where the position of a helium 

nucleus and the average position (z) of the electronic charge density are plotted. 

The most striking feature is that for the initial kinetic energy used. Eo - 50 eV, the 

nucleus never comes in contact with the barrier. The distortion of the electron 

cloud caused by its contact with the barrier is sufficient to cause a 50 e V 

excitation of the electrons. Since the total energy of the system is conserved. this 

energy is drained from the nuclear motion; the nucleus is pulled away from the 

barrier by the electrons. The time symmetry of the curves in Fig. A.I(a) are an 

indication that this is almost adiabatic scattering. This was born out by calculating 

the adiabatic energy curve for a helium atom, in the presence of an infinite barrier, 

as a function of the nuclear distance from the barrier. Although we have made no 

assumption of adiabaticity in 

reproduced the adiabatic result. 

parametrized the nuclear motion. 

the dynamical simulation. its electronic motion 

This would not have been possible if we had 

In Fig. A.l(b) we show the same quantities as in 
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Fig. A.l(a) but calculated assuming the nuclear trajectory is uneffected by the 

electrons (a common assumption in surface scattering calculations). The result 

clearly shows that contact with the barrier has induced nonadiabatic behavior. 

To illustrate the effect of CQC in the diabatic regime. we have made a 

more detailed study of the case when a hydrogen atom impinges upon the barrier. 

For all initial energies below about 10.2 e V. the trajectories are similar to Fig. 

A1(a) with expanded distance and time scales. Again. calculation of the adiabatic 

energy curve shows that. similar to the helium atom. the adiabatic state at the point 

where the nucleus reaches the barrier is one-half of a 2p state aligned along the 

surface normal with an energy, in this case. 10.2 eV higher than the initial ground 

state. The adiabatic regime is thus recovered as the low energy limit of our 

simulation. 

In the energy regime above Eo - 10.2 e V. the nucleus is able to make 

contact with the barrier. and trajectories similar to Fig. A.I (b) are calculated. Here 

again. CQC is necessary for the accurate calculation of electronic properties. Figure 

A.2 (inset) shows the amount of electronic excitation found in the asymptotic state 

of a hydrogen atom 

(A.8) 

The excitation was calculated with (middle curve of inset) and without (upper curve 

of inset) the CQC force. The amount of excitation in the diabatic regime is 

overestimated by the calculation that ignores electronic feedback to the nuclear 

motion. Even at 25 eV initial energy. 2.5 times the energy at which adiabaticity 

begins to give way, CQC is an important factor. The use of self-consistent 

trajectories is evidently necessary in time-dependent simulations of low-energy 
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scattering. The lower curve of the inset on Fig. A.2 shows a perturbative 

calculation of the asymptotic excitation. assuming that the reflection of the nucleus 

mixes the adiabatic ground state with the first excited state for a short time near 

the turning point (the "impulse approximation"). It is accurate at energies just 

above adiabatic. As the incident energy rises to an order of magnitude above the 

adiabatic. the details of the nuclear motion become less important; we find that 

CQC has only negligible effects when the incident energy is a few hundred eV. 

The trajectory approximation is quite satisfactory when dealing with translational 

nuclear energies much greater than characteristic electron excitation energies. 

A.3. Outlook for CQC 

The conservation of energy and momentum will doubtless prove important in 

many realistic low-energy scattering simulations. There are also many calculations 

where. initially. free-intermediate or heavy particles interact with electron systems. 

Examples include the recombination of antiprotons via collisions with hydrogen and 

the capture of negative muons by hydrogen. These calculations have previously 

been done by treating all of the particles quantum mechanically (via numerous 

approximations) or all of the particles classically via Monte Carlo methods. CQC 

provides an alternative whereby all of the important system quantities can be 

conserved and the mass ratio of heavy or intermediate particles to electrons can be 

efficiently exploited. The resulting mix of classical and quantal particles will 

include most of the important wave-mechanical effects and yet be considerably 

easier to simulate than the full wave-machanical system. The first non-trivial 

calculations of this type. detailing the capture of negative muons by hydrogen atoms 

(one step in the muon-catalysed fusion cycle). are forthcoming. 100 
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APPENDIX B 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF BASIS SPLINE SETS 

In this appendix we state the algorithm that we have used in constructing 

sets of basis splines (B-spines). This requires that we expand our notion of B

splines somewhat and introduce some auxilliary concepts. We do so only to the 

extent necessary to explain the algorithm. For a general introduction to B-splines. 

the book by de Boor98 is used as the standard reference; all of the facts about 

splines that we will quote (without proof) can be found in it. The notation that we 

adopt. where it differs from de Boor's. is largely that of Bottcher and Strayer.75 

We begin with an interval. say [O.L]. We subdivide this into S smaller 

intervals via "breakpoints." We want to represent functions defined on this interval 

via piece-wise polynomials (pp) of a certain order N that have discontinuities only 

at these breakpoints. The fundamental theorem of Curry and Schoenburg lOI states 

that the set of B-splines. defined in the manner described below. forms a complete 

basis in the space of pp of order N on this interval. That is. any function that is 

a piece-wise polynomial (with possible discontinuities only at the breakpoints 

specified). of order no higher than N. has a unique expansion in terms of these B

splines. 

The spline functions are defined by a set of "knots" (denoted by {tk }). one 

or more of which are placed at each breakpoint. Each spline function in the set 

begins at a knot and spans N+I consecutive knots. The subintervals where the B

spline is nonzero are called its "support. " If the knots are placed one per 

breakpoint then the spline will span N subintervals; if there are degeneracies in the 

knot placement. then fewer subintervals will be in the spline's support. In any 
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subinterval at most N splines will overlap. In Fig. B.I. a set of breakpoints and 

knots and for N ... 5 is shown. 

To define the value of a B-spline ~N)(x) in the interval between two knots 

tj and tj+ I' we can use the recursive definition 98 

(B. 1) 

This formula states that the value of the Nth order spline function is built up of 

(N-l) order splines. To begin the recursion. we use the simple definition of a first-

order spline 

tj ~ x < tj+1 

elsewhere 
}. (B.2) 

There are other. equivalent definitions of B-splines. but this one will serve for our 

discussion. 

Equation (1) embodies. in an admittedly obscure way. a central principle in 

the connection between a B-spline and the knot sequence used to define it: The 

number of continuity conditions that a B-spline can satisfy at a breakpoint is fewer 

the more knots there are at the breakpoint. Specifically. the number of knots plus 

the number of continuity conditions obeyed by the spline equals N. the order of the 

spline. If there is one knot at a breakpoint. then the spline will obey (N-I) 

continuity conditions there. e.g.. the spline and (N-2) of its derivatives will be 

continuous. 

In general. if we denote the number of B-splines on an interval by M. then 

there must be M+N knots distributed over the breakpoints. In order that the 

splines serve as a complete basis for all pp of order N. this requires (according to 
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Curry and Schoen burg) S+(N-l) splines. where S is again the number of 

subintervals. There are hence (N-l) "extra" knots at each of the endpoints 0 and 

L. Since the number of collocation points must equal the number of B-splines in 

order to fix the expansion coefficients uniquely. this requires the placement of more 

than one collocation point in some of the subintervals. This leads to a non-uniform 

collocation grid. something that we want to avoid. since it leads to unsymmetric 

matrix representations of operators in the collocation space. We make this point in 

more detail in the next appendix. For now. we want to state how we go about 

removing the extra (N-l) splines. 

We can remove (N-I)/2 knots from each endpoint if we impose (N-l)/2 extra 

boundary conditions at these points. These boundary conditions serve to define a 

subspace of the original space of pp that we considered. Once we specify a set of 

boundary conditions. we can only use the B-splines constructed with them to 

represent functions that also belong to the subspace so defined. i.e .• obey the same 

boundary conditions. This may be neatly accomplished by considering the 

polynomial expansion. near the endpoints. of the functions that we wish to 

represent. If we want to represent functions that are even upon reflection through 

the endpoints. then we can require that the first. third. etc. (as many as we need) 

derivatives of the B-splines be zero at the boundaries; similarly for odd functions. 

For periodic functions. ones that have f(x+L) - f(x). the periodicity suffices to 

remove the extra knots. 

The main result of this scheme. aside from the desired equivalence between 

the number of splines and the number of subintervals. is that we must carry 

different collocation representations of the various operators for the different 

subs paces. Thus there will be one matrix representation of the kinetic energy 

operator to be used when operating upon even functions. a different one for the 
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odd functions, and yet another for periodic functions. Given the many useful 

properties of symmetric matrices, this is a small price to pay. The knot sequence 

in Fig. B.l reflects this scheme for N - 5; there are (5-0/2 = 2 (integer math) 

"extra" knots at the endpoint shown. This use of extra boundary conditions, 

consistent with known behavior of the wave functions we are representing via pp, 

is the main difference between our algorithm and the methods found in de Boor or 

Bottcher and Strayer. 

It remains only for us to describe the actual algorithm that we use to carry 

out these ideas. To construct a spline that spans the interval between knots tj and 

tj+N we represent the B-spline in each subinterval where it is nonzero by an Nth 

order polynomial. Considering the case of an "interior" spline (one whose knots are 

not located on the endpoints) which is nonzero in N subintervals, this gives us N2 

coefficients to fix and define the spline uniquely. At the leftmost knot, ti, we can 

see from the recurrence relation that the spline behaves as (ti - x)N-I, meaning that 

we can set the lowest (N-I) coefficients equal to zero right away. Similarly at the 

right-most knot, tj+N' we can set the lowest (N-l) coefficients equal to zero. These 

conditions insure that the spline is zero outside of its support. There are (N-l) 

interior knots where we have (N-I) continuity conditions to impose. Altogether we 

have 2(N-1) + (N_I)2 - N2-1 conditions. We obtain the final condition by solving 

the recurrence relation for the coefficient at the right-most knot explicitly, thereby 

also fixing the normalization of the B-splines. This is simple to do because only 

one term in the relation is nonzero at this knot. The N2 equations are then solved 

via matrix inversion and the spline functions are calculated from the polynomial 

representation so obtained. This algorithm is based upon the work of Bottcher and 

Strayer. A spline construction algorithm based directly upon the recurrence 

relation, Eq. (1), can be found in de Boor's book. 
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APPENDIX C 

THE USE OF NON-UNIFORM COLLOCATION GRIDS 

In Chapter Three we described a realization of the basis-spline collocation 

method that utilized a uniform collocation grid. This means that we discretized the 

problem using essentially only one physical scale. It follows that this scale must be 

fine enough to resolve the finest detail that interests us (or that we must be 

satisfied with only qualitative information on some of the finer details). Most 

physical situations involve more than one scale. As a particularly pertinent 

example, consider a proton passing through a jellium foil. The electron wave 

functions initially vary slowly on an atomic scale. as the Fermi wavelength is 

several angstroms. As the proton perturbs the wave functions. variations appear 

near the proton on a scale of one-half to one angstrom. A collocation grid with a 

spacing of some fraction of an atomic unit near the proton and several atomic units 

far from the proton is clearly an efficient way to discretize the problem with the 

fewest possible collocation points. 

There are. however. problems with a non-uniform collocation grid. Recall 

that we said in Chapter Three that a uniform collocation grid leads to a symmentric 

matrix representation of the kinetic energy. the one non-diagonal matrix in the 

Hamiltomian. That is. 

(C.l) 

This follows most easily from the fact that B is a banded matrix. all of the sub

bands being equivalent if the collocation spacing is uniform. If. however. the 
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collocation grid is non-uniform. then T QI3 is not symmetric and the Hamiltonian. in 

its discrete collocation representation. is no longer hermitian. This leads to the 

familiar problems of non-conservation of the norm of wave functions and imaginary 

eigenvalues. We wish to outline here a scheme for surmounting these difficulties 

and restoring hermiticity to the matrix representation of the Hamiltonian. As usual. 

we promise to be brief. 

We exploit the ease and accuracy with which we can represent functions 

and their derivatives via B-splines. The central idea is the familiar one of mapping 

a problem in one coordinate system onto another coordinate system. Consider the 

SchrOdinger-type equation 

i ¢(x.t) - - ! 1/1" + V(x.t)1/I (C.2) 

We transform to a "compressed" coordinate system via the function x - g(y) and its 

inverse y - f(x). In the new coordinate system. y. a uniform collocation grid 

assumedly suffices to capture the various physical scales. For example. if we have 

a proton at the origin. a transformation of the interval [O.L] of the form 

y - In(l +x). which has g(y) - exp(y)- I. transforms large x values to modest y values 

while leaving x ::::: y near the origin. A uniform collocation grid covering a modest 

interval in y-space is then equivalent in x-space to a large interval with a fine grid 

near the proton and a sparse grid far from it. By specifying the mapping of 

collocation points in the x-space to collocation points in the y-space. we can 

construct a spline representation of the function g(y) and its derivatives. This 

ability to represent g(y) accurately from just the mapping of the collocation points 

eliminates the need to fashion analytic transformation functions such as the example 
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above. 

Once we have specified g(y) we construct a symmetric kinetic energy matrix 

as follows. The second derivative in Eq. (2) transforms as 

(C.3) 

where the prime denotes a derivative with respect to y. This operator is non-

hermitian. so we replace the original wave function in y-space. t/J(y.t). by s(y)i/I(y.t). 

In terms of these functions. Eq. (3) reads 

(C.4) 

We obtain a hermitian operator by choosing 

s(y) - v'g'(Y) (C.S) 

which cancels the first derivative term (our choice of a plus sign is only a phase 

convention in what follows). As long as our mapping from x to y is well behaved 

in the sense that Yj < Yj+1 if Xj < Xj+I' and all of the points in the x and y 

collocation spaces are distinct. then g(y) will have a continuous. positive first 

derivative. 

The SchrMinger equation in y-space now reads 
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i ~y,t) a [,fey) - V(y,t)] ~ (C.6) 

where, in terms of s(y), the skewed kinetic energy operator is 

(C.7) 

Discretization of this operator on the uniform collocation grid in y-space results in a 
"V 

symmetric matrix representation. The extra piece in T compensates for the scale 

transformation. This operator is no harder to calculate or store than the original 

kinetic energy operator in x-space. 

The potential term in Eq. (6) is of course quite distorted from its form in x-

space, but it is diagonal in both spaces and so presents no computational problem. 

Integrals, such as we need for expectation values, are calculated in the usual 

transformed way using the Jacobian g'(y) 

f F[,p(x)]dx .. f F[s~(y)] g'(y)dy (e.8) 

In higher dimensions, there is no further complication, since we can transform each 

axis separately. The correct total Jacobian is then the product of the three 

individual Jacobians, and the total kinetic energy is the sum of three skewed forms 

like Eq. (7). 
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